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ABSTRACT
The aerospace industry is increasingly outsourcing and offshoring their supply chains in order to
maintain profitability in the face of increasing competition and globalization. This strategy for
value creation inevitably increases the inherent risks and complexity in the supply chain. This in
turn makes capturing the value created extremely challenging as the organization, processes,
relationships and operating models require change. Firms that do not focus on value capture risk
failing to effectively unlock value and increase profitability despite having outsourced and
offshored a significant portion of their value-add.
This thesis introduces a framework that helps firms execute value capture in their global supply
chains more effectively. The framework consists of four levers that directly and indirectly
influence the ability to impact a firm's bottomline. These levers are: effective organizational
structure to manage the supply chain, effective supplier management processes to avoid cost of
failure, integrated supply chain and operational excellence to unlock value, and business
continuity planning to protect value.
This framework is analyzed in the context of Spirit Europe, which is a division of Spirit
Aerosystems, Inc. as a case study to understand the specific challenges, practical realities and
opportunities to applying this framework in industry. Spirit Europe has recently encountered
various supply chain issues like poor supplier quality, high inventory holdings, material
shortages and project cost overruns which have impacted their profitability. A series of
analytical models and optimization methods is also introduced to specifically address the
challenges and opportunities identified via the framework.
Thesis Supervisor: David Simchi-Levi
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Systems Division
Thesis Supervisor: Donald B. Rosenfield
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1. Company Overview
Spirit AeroSystems, Inc (Spirit) is the world's largest independent supplier of commercial
airplane assemblies and components with revenues of around $4 billion in 2007. Spirit was
established in June, 2005 when Onex Corporation acquired what is now Spirit's US operations
from Boeing Commercial Airplanes. Along with its corporate headquarters in Wichita, Kansas,
Spirit's US operations includes facilities in Tulsa and McAlester, Oklahoma.
In April, 2006, Spirit formed a European division called Spirit Aerosystems (Europe) Limited
(Spirit Europe) to acquire the Aerostructures business unit of BAE Systems, with operations in
Prestwick, Scotland and Samlesbury, England. The acquisition of Spirit Europe enabled Spirit to
diversify its revenue and customer base since 100% of Spirit's revenue came from the Boeing
Company (Boeing) prior to the acquisition. In November 22, 2007, Spirit also announced it was
building a new manufacturing facility in Malaysia.
1.1 Spirit Europe Overview
Spirit Europe is the largest airframe supplier to Airbus and delivers products across the entire
Airbus range. These include Flap Track Beams, Leading and Trailing Edges for all of Airbus's
single-aisle planes (A318, A319, A320 and A321), hard metal and composite panels for the
A330 and A340, and Inboard Outer Fixed-Leading Edge for the latest A380. Spirit Europe also
delivers Fixed-Leading Edges for Boeing's 767 and 777 airplanes in addition to various
assemblies and components for Hawker Beechcraft's 800XP mid-size corporate jet.
Spirit Europe currently employs around 800 employees across the Prestwick and Samlesbury
sites and sources around 80% of its revenue from Airbus, 15% from Boeing and the rest from
Hawker Beechcraft.
The research and project execution for this thesis was carried out in Spirit Europe to address
some of the outsourcing issues that this business unit has been experiencing. In addition, this
thesis focuses specifically on the supply chain for the Airbus high volume single-aisle product
lines (i.e. A320 and its variants) that generate the majority of revenue for Spirit Europe.
1.2 Business Environment
In February 2007, Airbus announced its Power8 restructuring plan which will help the company
achieve C2.1 billion of additional Earnings Before Interest and Taxes (EBIT) from 2010 onwards.
The Power8 initiative is an imperative that will enable Airbus to face the concurrent challenges
of a weak US dollar, cash constraints related to the almost two-year delay in the A380 program,
increasing competitive pressures and the large investments needed to fund new aircraft
development like the A350 XWB. An estimated 31% of the EBIT contribution from the Power8
initiative is expected to be derived from "Smart Buying" which aims at reducing the supply cost
base (Airbus Press Release, 2007). Since Spirit Europe is a major supplier to Airbus, it will be
expected to contribute proportionally to the cost reduction.
In January 2008, Boeing announced a further three-month delay to the 787 program, on top of
the six-month delay previously announced in October 2007. Since Spirit is a major supplier of
the 787 program, S&P's Rating Services put a negative outlook on Spirit's credit rating saying
that these delays would impact its working capital and cash flow.
The events above provide some recent insights into the business environment faced by two of
Spirit's largest customers and by extension, Spirit itself. In summary, Spirit Europe has had to
focus its business on significant cost reductions to remain competitive and to tighten its cash
management in order to wait out the new product launch delays while continue to fund
investment in new programs.
1.3 Operations Strategy
Historically, aerospace suppliers carried out a majority of the manufacturing and assembly of
components in-house, controlling and coordinating all elements of the supply chain from raw
material purchase, demand management, inventory control to production and delivery. Faced
with increasing economic pressures brought upon by the advent of globalization, suppliers
started to focus on specific skills and competencies while outsourcing others to specialist third-
party organizations.
Spirit Europe's primary strategy to create value and respond to associated pricing pressures was
to aggressively outsource its manufacturing. As part of BAE Systems in 1995, it outsourced a
significant amount of its work content to suppliers under Phase One of its outsourcing initiative
codenamed Paragon. During Phase Two of Paragon, the goal was to move offshore work that
had been previously outsourced to suppliers within the UK. Work was moved offshore for
numerous reasons - to the US for cost and technical capability, to South Africa for cost and
offset considerations and to Southeast Asia in order to create even more value by achieving
significant cost reductions in labor content. Outsourcing in Spirit Europe has reached a point
where only final assembly is carried out in Prestwick while approximately 80% of its cost-base is
now in its global supply chain.
1.4 Supply Chain Overview
Spirit Europe's Airbus single-aisle high volume product the A320, which was launched in 1984,
and its variants the A318, A319 and A321 collectively made up around 400 aircraft sets in 2007
with a steady demand of approximately 33 sets a month. Due to the relative maturity of this
program, annual demand is typically stable with program rate increases forecasted years in
advance for capacity readiness.
Each month, the customer provides a 24-month rolling demand forecast. There are contractual
lead times of a few months depending on type of change requested. Spirit Europe has 14 days to
evaluate each new forecast, which may include changes that are within lead time, prior to
committing to the new demand profile. Typically, if there is no major roadblock to enacting a
change in demand, schedule or variant mix despite being within contractual lead time, Spirit
Europe will accommodate the change.
Spirit Europe's Assembly Master Production Schedule (MPS) is then generated from the
customer's demand profile and appropriate vendor schedules generated via the Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system. The generation of the MPS involves production leveling in
order to smooth out customer demand fluctuations and also to account for holidays and plant
shutdowns. Lead time buffers are typically used in generating these schedules, e.g. if a
component supplier is located outside of the UK, its dock date in Prestwick is set 2 weeks earlier
than actually called for by the MPS, effectively setting a two-week safety stock.
In general, the demand profile for Spirit Europe's Airbus single-aisle products can be
characterized as follows:
1) Relatively predictable drumbeat demand in a make-to-order environment e.g. average of 8
sets per week and standard deviation of 0.7 sets per week,
2) Low number of variants e.g. for Leading Edge assembly, only the A321 variant differs in
build from the A318, A319 and A320 which are interchangeable at the wing set level, and
3) Long product life cycles e.g. greater than 10 years.
In theory, these demand characteristics should help reduce complexity in the supply chain. From
a supply perspective, Spirit Europe's supply chain also looks relatively straightforward for the
most part. However, the extent to which the supply chain has been offshored injects a dimension
of complexity into managing the interfaces between each player in the chain since parts could be
traveling from Europe to the Far East and back in a single supply chain value stream. This
complexity is attributable to the geographical dispersion of different links in the supply chain
(Fine, 1998).
1.4.1 Geographical Dispersion
Geographical dispersion in supply chains results not only from the need to outsource
manufacturing to low cost regions with the right technological capability, but is also driven by
aircraft offset obligations. These offset obligations arise when governments buying new aircraft
place conditions on manufacturers to perform a portion of the work to build the new planes in
their country in exchange for the purchase. In order to penetrate new markets, manufacturers
request their suppliers to perform work in diverse countries to gain offset credits on their behalf.
As examples, offset obligations have influenced Spirit Europe to outsource work to South Africa
and India.
Figure 1 provides a representative view of the supply chain of major components and sub-
assemblies for the final assembly of a Leading Edge wing set. As can be observed, the supply
chain consists of multiple serial lines feeding into an assembly network configuration.
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Figure 1: Leading Edge Supply Chain Network
Figure 2 provides an up-close view of one of the serial lines to highlight the geographical
dispersion aspect despite the seemingly straightforward nature of the above supply chain network.
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Figure 2: Geographical Dispersion of Supply Chain Network
1.4.2 Free Issue of Materials
Besides the added complexity from increased geographical dispersion, the practice of "free issue
of materials" by Spirit Europe adds another dimension of complexity to the supply chain. With
the trend towards greater outsourcing, more risk is also being pushed upstream into the supply
chain. In line with that, the aerospace industry as a whole has been moving away from procuring
materials and components on behalf of its suppliers, a practice known as "free issuing" (Bales, et
al, 2004). This practice originates from deriving savings by aggregating buying power for
fasteners and commodities like aluminum and titanium for a large supply base. Another reason
for this practice was to avoid cash-flow issues at suppliers who were not sufficiently capitalized
but had the capability to produce at very low costs. Furthermore, these cash-flow issues were
exacerbated by high-valued commodities like titanium and longer lead times due to offshoring.
In line with the trend of shifting risk to the supply base, it is not standard business practice for
Spirit Europe to free issue materials to their suppliers. However, in order to enable certain low-
cost suppliers, Spirit Europe has had to provide materials on a free issue basis to those suppliers.
The reason why the practice of free issue adds a dimension of complexity to the supply chain is
due to the problem of ownership of the inventory as well as the need to now manage inventory
much earlier in the supply chain. A principal-agent problem arises in this situation. Since the
supplier is not paying for the material but has full control of when to order material, their natural
tendency is to order material earlier and/or in larger quantities than needed in order to provide
large buffers for their production starts. Hence, Spirit Europe needs to ensure an added level of
inventory control and management to overcome this problem especially since the materials
supplier is their supplier's supplier and information transparency at that level in the supply chain
typically poor.
1.4.3 Supply Chain Summary
It is also important to note that all of Spirit Europe's supplies of components and sub-assemblies
are single-sourced to a small number of strategic suppliers via long-term contracts. This is
important because besides the cost benefits, there are supply chain risk implications here that we
address in later sections. There is, however, some level of multi-sourcing in terms of materials
suppliers who are typically on shorter-term contracts.
In summary, Spirit Europe's supply chain is relatively straightforward from a demand
perspective, but the complexity lies in the supply portion due to extensive outsourcing and
offshoring driven by the need to reduce costs and support offset obligations. In addition,
geographical dispersion and free issue of material adds dimensions of complexity to the supply
challenges.
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2. Problem Identification
Throughout late 2006 and early 2007, Spirit Europe's operations experienced severe shortages
and supplier performance issues. Emergency short-term measures were put in place to recover
the situation including new procedures and on-site engagement by the customer. As a result,
Spirit Europe identified five major projects that they needed to focus on in order to improve
supply chain operations and be successful for the long-term. Grouped under the banner of "Big
5", the projects were: 1) Materials Management, 2) Inventory Optimization, 3) Supplier
Management Process Improvement, 4) Work Transfer Initiative, and 5) Airbus's Power8
Initiative. It was agreed that this research would focus on the first three of the Big 5 projects.
The context and rationale of why the first three projects were selected as focus areas by Spirit
Europe's management and how this research will support the respective projects are described in
the following sections.
2.1 Materials Management
Post-acquisition, Spirit Europe's materials management function was still run by a unit within
BAE Systems in order to maintain the purchasing power of their combined raw material volumes.
However, since 30% of its supply chain spend was now tied to raw material supply, Spirit
Europe made the strategic decision to fully own this function in 2007.
The initial scope of this project was to focus on the transfer of the materials management
function from BAE Systems to the Materials group in Spirit Europe. However, as the research
progressed, we discovered that poor forecast accuracy and high demand variability was
impacting the materials supply chain despite a stable end-customer demand profile. This effect
is known as the "bullwhip effect" (Lee, et al, 1997). This impact led to delayed shipments by
suppliers due to material shortages and unforecasted cost overruns due to the need for spot
buying and expediting via air freight. As an example, 3300 billets and sheets of aluminum were
shipped using air freight instead of normal sea freight in 2006. These issues also caused
resources to be tied up in daily fire-fighting instead of process improvement. While the
Materials group had started to address the shortage issue, addressing the root cause was not
initially a focus area because the cost overruns had not been systematically tracked. This
research will analyze the bullwhip effect in the materials supply chain and recommend
countermeasures.
2.2 Inventory Optimization
The need to conserve cash to fund new projects and sustain the business that was being impacted
by aircraft launch delays led Spirit Europe to focus on inventory reduction and optimization of
logistics costs. Cycle count analysis showed that actual inventory holding throughout the supply
chain was 20% above planned inventory and 44% above goal.
This research will seek to understand the sources of uncertainty that drive the need for inventory
in a make-to-order environment and attempt to develop models to help size appropriate safety
stock inventory levels in the supply chain.
2.3 Supplier Management Process Improvement
Despite managing a small set of strategic suppliers and successfully starting up production in
low-cost suppliers around the world, Spirit Europe's management was concerned about the long-
term stability and performance of the supply chain. Given that 80% of their value-add is now in
the supply chain, its performance greatly modulates the overall health of the business. The
examples below provide a vivid indication of the issues that prevailed in their supply chain
during the first half of 2007.
* Phase 2 of the Paragon project to move a significant volume of work offshore to low-cost
suppliers experienced a cost overrun of 2.5x the project cost.
* Due to performance issues in the supply chain that impacted delivery in the first quarter of
2007, a customer penalized Spirit Europe by removing its delegated design authority.
* Despite significant amounts of inventory in the supply chain, the assembly operation was still
having difficulty meeting MPS schedules and incurring significant overtime expenses.
Incoming supplier quality levels as measured by scrap rate and non-conformances were
higher than expected.
This research will analyze Spirit Europe's supply chain management processes and provide
recommendations to address the supply chain issues described in terms of a Value Capture
framework. While this thesis provides tactical analysis of each of the three Big 5 focus areas
described earlier, the research also explores the underlying system-level root-causes of the above
issues from strategic and organizational perspectives.
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3. Research Methodology
Primary sources of information for the research include one-to-one interviews with multiple
functions and levels within the organization, plant visits to onshore and offshore suppliers, visit
to a customer's facility, attendance at supplier business review meetings and operational review
meetings, lessons learned focus groups, interactive workshops, company data, and online as well
as printed business publications. Academic literature was also reviewed for supply chain
modeling and analysis methods.
To research the bullwhip effect and inventory optimization in the supply chain, the end-to-end
value stream was mapped out. Supply chain data was often not available from centralized
sources and had to be extracted from various disparate reports since there was no single owner
for each value stream. Available data was then analyzed to understand the current state and
validated via meetings with relevant stakeholders. Countermeasures and models were then
developed with support from research literature and documented best practices.
To research the supplier management processes, the current state was first developed and
understood. This was compared against best practices sourced from other industries, literature
and internal lessons learned. A gap analysis was then carried out between the current state and
best practices identified. Finally, recommendations on relevant and prioritized changes to the
process were presented and ratified by the director in charge of the stakeholder groups within the
business.
To benchmark best practices, various techniques were used. The LFM alumni network was
leveraged and interviews were held with representatives from various partner companies like
Cisco and Intel. Classmates with relevant supply chain experience were also interviewed.
Research was carried out by reading published papers, online articles and supply chain textbooks.
Primary research was also carried out where workshops and focus groups were held to gain
insights from Spirit Europe employees who had experience in, or were currently responsible for,
discharging the existing supplier management processes. Figure 3 depicts the process used to
analyze each stage of the supplier management process.
Activity
Map
Current
Processes
Identify
Best-In-Class
Methods
Perform
Gap
Analysis
Identify
Best Practices
to Adopt
Key Deliverables
As-Is State through
specs, focus
groups, interviews
Benchmarks from
- Other Industries
- Customer
- Academia
High Risk & High
Impact gaps
identified
Recommend what
practices to adopt /
change / drop based
on risk assessment
Acceptance Criteria
Figure 3: Process Analysis Methodology
3.1 Capability Analysis
As noted earlier, Spirit Europe's value creation strategy to outsource aggressively increases the
complexity and risks in its supply chain. This in turn makes capturing the value that was created
more challenging. This challenge greatly impacts the business since future price quotations,
contractual prices and financial forecasts assume that most of this value will indeed be captured.
The issues highlighted in Section 2: Problem Identification provide clear evidence that in reality,
there is substantial value yet to be captured that would enhance Spirit Europe's profitability.
In order to understand the organization's capability to address the increased challenges of
capturing value, a SWOT analysis was performed based on information obtained from the
sources described earlier in Section 3: Research Methodology. The high-level results are
provided in Figure 4.
STRENGTHS
* Low cost supply chain
WEAKNESSES
* Process discipline
OPPORTUNITIES
* Organizational focus
* Supply Chain Integration
and Operational Excellence
THREATS
* Business continuity risks
* Increasing supplier power
Figure 4: SWOTAnalysis of Supply Chain Organization
The SWOT analysis highlights four particular areas of focus for the organization to improve
value capture. Processes discipline was identified as a weakness, while better integration and
operational excellence in the supply chain are key opportunities to pursue. An improved
organizational structure to support this focus is needed and the threats of business continuity risk
and high supplier power need to be addressed. In order to validate that these four focus areas are
the right ones, two capability maturity models were referenced. Capability maturity models
assist management in assessing the maturity level of process capability within their organizations.
Based on the Procurement Organization Maturity Model from Beckman and Rosenfield (2007)
in Table 1, Spirit Europe would be categorized as "Competitive" and the model identifies
"process focus" and "no surprises" as key characteristics for advancement to the "Leader"
category.
Level Role Typical Activities Results for Organization
Beginner Administrator Issue POs; Easy to procure items Understand total spend;
Price at or above market
Basic Advisor Shop the world; Basic commodity Understand total spend
knowledge; Understand costs and and market opportunities;
technology Price at or below market
Competitive Process Enabler Influence suppliers to get preferred Minimal surprises; Better
treatment; Understand cost, availability, than market price and
trends and risks; Primarily reactive assurance of supply
environment
Leader Contributing Partner Process-focused, tool-enabled No surprises; Better total
environment; Worldwide access to costs
suppliers; Holistic decisions; Primarily
proactive environment
World Class Competitive Create clear and defined competitive Significant value created
Differentiator advantages for enterprise, enabled by
automated tools and processes; Proactive
environment
Table 1: Procurement Organization Maturity Model
(adapted from Beckman & Rosenfield, 2007)
Referring to the consulting firm PRTM's Supply Chain Maturity Model from Roussel and Skov
(2007) in Table 2, Spirit Europe would be categorized as "Stage 1 Follower" with a largely
functional focus while more "integration" would be required to advance to Stage 2.
Operating discrete supply chain processes with functional
Follower Stage 1 Functional Focus management of resources. Supply chain processes and data
flows are well documented and understood.
Company-wide aligned and integrated supply chain processes
Follower Stage 2 Internal Integration continuously measured and steered to achieve common
objectives
Collaboration with strategic partners (customers, suppliers, and
Challenger Stage 3 External Integration service providers) including joint objectives, shared plans,
common processes, and performance metrics
IT and e-business solutions resulting in real-time planning,
Leader Stage 4 Enterprise Collobration decision making, and execution of customer requirements
Table 2: Supply Chain Maturity Model (adapted from Roussel and Skov, 2007)
Referencing these maturity models help to validate our SWOT analysis and provide input into
the development of the Value Capture framework introduced in the next chapter.
4. Value Capture Framework
Taking into account the challenges of capturing value in Spirit Europe's highly outsourced
supply chain, its impact to profitability and the results of the SWOT analysis, we propose the
following framework shown in Figure 5 to enable more effective value capture. The remaining
sections of the thesis will show how this framework can be effectively applied in the aerospace
industry using a case study from Spirit Europe.
Protect value
Unlock value
Maintain value
ý1.II Organization I tValue stream
Figure 5: Value Capture Framework
This framework proposes four key levers for the effective management of an outsourced supply
chain that will drive profitability as measured by Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation
and Amortization (EBITDA). For the first lever, the supply chain organization has to be
structured optimally and focused on the value stream in order to achieve the execution of the
remaining three levers. The second lever is to achieve process discipline in developing and
executing integrated supplier management processes in order to drive higher predictability in the
supply chain and avoid cost of failure in order to maintain value. With strong processes as a
stable foundation, the third lever drives higher integration and operational excellence to optimize
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performance and further unlock value from the supply chain. Finally, the fourth lever protects
the value that has been captured by pro-actively managing business continuity risks and high
supplier power.
The following sections use the context provided in Section 1.4: Supply Chain Overview and the
Airbus single-aisle supply chain as a case study to demonstrate how the four levers in the Value
Capture framework can be used to positively impact Spirit Europe's profitability.
5. Lever #1: Organizational Structure
To drive enhanced value capture performance, the organizational structure needs to be
appropriate for facilitating stronger integration and focus by all stakeholders. This chapter
analyzes the current state of the organization in terms of integration and focus, and recommends
potential countermeasures.
5.1 Organizational Integration
Spirit Europe's business model is organized around how work gets done i.e. its core processes.
Figure 6 depicts its "Do Business" model with five core processes that drive its business.
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Figure 6: Spirit Europe's "Do Business" Model
Based on this model, we note that the supply chain management sub-processes are divided
throughout the model. The procurement process is within Commercial and Procurement while
supply chain operations lie within Global Operations. It is informative to take a more detailed
view of where sub-processes lie within the organizational boundaries defined by the "Do
Business" model. Figure 7 illustrates the level of fragmentation of ownership of the various sub-
processes that make up supply chain management.
Engineering
Commercial Program Global
Procurement Integration OperationsProcurement
IT/ HR / Finance
Figure 7: Fragmentation of Supply Chain groups
It is further informative to note the lack of a formal integration function within the supply chain.
The exception is the recent formation of the Procurement Engineering Group who now reports
directly to the Director of Procurement. It was recognized by Spirit Europe that more formal
integration between the Procurement and Engineering functions was needed especially to support
the supplier selection process. While the degree of fragmentation in itself is not uncommon or
prohibitive, it does pose a challenge for organizational effectiveness. When people are grouped
together, formal boundaries are created that have to be bridged via linking mechanisms (Carroll,
2006). Due to the highly integrated nature of supply chain management, it is ineffective and
inefficient for information to have to flow up the hierarchy and then back down for two groups to
work together. The other issue is that information tends to get distorted as it is communicated
through people with different perspectives and viewpoints. As an example, a procurement agent
may regard a supplier highly based on low price and a good working relationship, while a quality
engineer may actually regard the supplier badly because of their poor quality performance.
Besides linking mechanisms, mechanisms are also needed to align the efforts of diverse
individuals and groups with the overall operational strategy (Carroll, 2006). These alignment
mechanisms include reward and incentive systems. In the context of Spirit Europe's supply
chain management, the flat hierarchy does aid the integration, allowing for a freer flow of peer-
to-peer communication. However, except for the Procurement Engineering Group, there is a
lack of formal linking and alignment processes in their overall supply chain organizational
u ,,,,,i
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design. The risk here is that local sub-optimizations within groups become convenient and
dominant at the expense of the system optimum.
The internal assembly sites are managed via an Integrated Project Team (IPT) structure with the
production, engineering, quality and internal logistics functions reporting to an Operations
Manager. However, the rest of the supply-chain facing roles like materials, scheduling, demand
management, procurement, sourcing and external logistics, are executed functionally. While the
IPT structure probably worked very well when the operations were all vertically integrated
within the site in the past prior to the Paragon project, the aggressive outsourcing since then has
meant that currently only 20% of the value-add is being formally managed in an integrated
manner (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Level of Organizational Integration in the Value Stream
In summary, it is also informative to note that while Spirit Europe started out with a process-
centric approach to its business with its "Do Business" model, at the supply chain level,
ownership falls back mainly to functional-centric with no identified end-to-end value stream
owner. A value-stream ownership approach is important from a supply chain perspective
because when a supply chain is optimized functionally, inevitably local sub-optimums arise and
rarely is the system optimum achieved. A more comprehensive discussion of this effect can be
found later in Section 7.2.1: Local Optimizations versus System Optimum.
5.2 Organizational Focus
As a result of the functional-centric structure upstream of the IPTs, it was observed that the
support functions like Quality, Finance, IT, and Logistics tended to prioritize supporting the
IPTs' needs due to their co-location within the Prestwick site. As a further illustration of the
geographical dispersion challenge, even the Materials team who are based in the Samlesbury site
only 190 miles south of Prestwick have encountered issues linking and aligning with the rest of
the supply chain organizations in Prestwick, much less a supplier in Malaysia. Without an
integrated supply chain structure, there is no coordination or prioritization of support from the
support functions leading to potentially addressing issues that may not be the highest priority
from a value-stream perspective.
Below are some examples that provide evidence of the lack of focus on the broader supply chain
versus internal operations:
* >70% of open Non-Conformances (NCs) are supplier-induced and >50% of NCs are supplier
generated, but only 15% of Quality engineers are dedicated to addressing supplier quality
issues;
* Only 15% (1 person) in the Materials team is focused on working with suppliers to improve
process operations compared to addressing daily fire-fighting issues;
* Only 8% of the Training budget is spent on improving supply chain management skills;
* Finance does not manage costs by value stream, but total costs are allocated to products
based on historical data, leading to poor visibility into which value streams are over or under-
performing;
* Inbound logistics performance into Prestwick has significantly higher performance compared
to inbound logistics into their suppliers despite contracting with the same freight forwarding
company.
5.3 Recommendations
We provide three specific recommendations to address organizational integration and focus on
maximizing value capture in Spirit Europe's global supply chain.
i) Supply Chain Integrator
First, in an increasingly complex environment, coordination and management at the interfaces of
disparate players in the value stream not only becomes exceedingly crucial but also increasingly
difficult. Parker and Anderson Jr (2002) advocate the creation of a new role of supply chain
integrator to address this and play the role of a formal linking agent. To cope with this new
structure, firms have created highly skilled generalists, so-called "supply chain integrators," who
coordinate product development, marketing, production, and logistics from concept to delivery
across firm boundaries. Parker and Anderson Jr (2002) also define what they found to be critical
skillsets needed to be an effective supply chain integrator. These skillsets include broader
technical product development and systems engineering knowledge, as well as domain
knowledge of operations management and IT. More importantly, however, they also include
business-related skillsets such as "hard" project management skills like objective and milestone
setting, "soft" project management skills such as influencing and negotiation, and business case
evaluation.
The integrator role has parallels to the Business Process Owner that is described by Hammer
(2004) for ownership of end-to-end enterprise processes. This integrator or process owner would
lead a cross-functional team to take ownership of a value stream and focus on capturing
maximum value. Currently, Spirit Europe has Governance Managers for each of its functions
with responsibility for selected business processes and systems. This role could be enhanced
into a more active role with end-to-end ownership for driving process execution and
improvement.
Searcy, et al, (2004) provide a structured methodology for a supply chain integrator to develop
inter-organizational coordination in the form of a Supply Chain Integration Workshop. Their
methodology involves first making companies aware of the fundamental dynamics of supply
chains and their role in the value stream, then to define and measure the current state and finally
to agree on collective corrective actions that benefit the entire supply chain.
ii) Cross-Functional X-Teams
Second, research by Ancona (2007) has shown that a key characteristic of successful teams is
their high connectivity to external constituencies especially their suppliers and customers. These
so-called "X-teams" consist of a small, fluid set of operational members who rely on a set of
broadly agreed-upon objectives and formal practices like meetings, decision-making, and
schedules to coordinate activities and achieve value stream performance goals. The team should
also agree on a set of joint metrics and be rewarded using aligned incentives. In Spirit Europe's
context, such a team might be termed a "Supply Chain IPT" and consist of members from
Procurement, Supply Chain, Materials, Quality, Logistics, Manufacturing, and supplier
representatives. One example of an aligned objective for such a team might be to reduce value
stream inventory by 30% while achieving 100% on-time delivery.
In addition, while Spirit Europe has formal Customer Account Manager roles, an untapped
opportunity is to develop a stronger operations-to-operations relationship between Spirit Europe
and their customers in order to manage information flow, process or engineering change and
inventory requirements in a more dynamic and integrated manner.
iii) Support Function Alignment
Third, alignment and linking also needs to occur with the supporting functions that are not core
members of an X-team. Support groups in the business like IT, Finance, Training, HR and
Quality should re-align their resource models and business processes to focus on where the value
is in the supply chain. Currently, there is a tendency to focus on internal operations which only
accounts for 20% of the value-add. Support group managers should assess how their resources
and budgets can be channeled into improving the overall supply chain. Examples include cost
allocation by value stream to drive better transparency and accountability by Finance, and
enabling ERP system integration with suppliers' systems by IT.
6. Lever #2: Integrated Supplier Management Processes
Since 80% of Spirit Europe's value-add is outsourced, the performance of the supply chain
depends heavily on the performance of their suppliers. It is an imperative for Spirit Europe's
supplier management processes to be highly effective and efficient in order to be competitive and
achieve maximal value capture. Based on the Value Capture framework, adherence to integrated
supplier management processes captures value by reducing unpredictability in supplier
performance and minimizing costs of failure e.g. project cost overruns, emergency air freighting,
and spot buying. As discussed earlier in Section 2: Problem Identification, these issues have led
to cost issues at Spirit Europe.
As an acknowledgement of this issue, improvement in supplier management was identified as
one of Spirit Europe's "Big 5 Initiatives for 2007". The impetus for this initiative was provided
by a few major supply chain issues in the first quarter of 2007 that were severe enough to cause
the customer to withdraw delegated design authority from Spirit Europe as a penalty. These
issues also impacted their financial performance as resources and cash were expended to contain
the issues and recover product quality and delivery performance to the customer in fire-fighting
mode.
Since supplier management is a broad amalgamation of various processes and interactions, a
process map model was developed in order to facilitate the analysis in more manageable stages.
This model encompasses the main stages in a life-cycle of supplier management namely,
1) Picking a supplier (a.k.a. supplier selection or sourcing), 2) Enabling the supplier (a.k.a. work
transfer), 3) Performance management of the supplier, and finally 4) Sustaining and Improving
their performance. Taking the first initial from each stage, the model was coined the PEPSI
model for easy reference. Figure 9 depicts the main processes and some of the sub-processes
that comprise the model.
Pick Enable Perform Sustain & Improve
* Create Bid List * Supplier * Performance * Systemic
* Supplier visits Engagement Management problem solving
* Down Selection * Transfer Team * Measure and * Continuous
* Contracting * Project Mgmt Achieve KPIs Improvement
Figure 9: PEPSI Supplier Life-Cycle Model
Clearly, prior to picking suppliers, it is important to define an overall sourcing strategy for the
business. However, an assessment of their sourcing strategy is beyond the scope of this thesis as
the primary objective was defined to be improving supplier management processes and did not
include assessing the overall sourcing strategy. However, the need to assess the inherent supply
chain risk due to their sourcing strategy is discussed in detail in Section 8: Business Continuity
Planning as part of risk mitigation.
6.1 Process Discipline and Fire-fighting
The ultimate goal of the PEPSI model is to invest in appropriate resources and robust processes
to execute flawlessly during the upfront PICK and ENABLE stages in order to reduce the
resources required for persistent "fire-fighting" during the subsequent Performance Management
and Improvement stages. If incapable suppliers are selected, or if work is not transferred
flawlessly to them, then it is assured that much more work will need to be carried out managing
their performance under high delivery pressure and at an increased cost impact. If the PICK and
ENABLE stages are well executed, the focus shifts to managing the exceptions, strengthening
supplier relationships and continuous improvement instead of fire-fighting in subsequent stages.
Figure 10 illustrates the different outcomes for both scenarios described.
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Figure 10: PEPSI Model Life-Cycle Goal
It was interesting to note that when Figure 10 was presented to employees, many of them
questioned whether or not management was actually committed to invest the necessary resources
during the PICK and ENABLE stages as they had not seen much evidence of this in the past.
Some anecdotes captured during interviews were "We seem to be world-class at fire-fighting"
and "Management focuses on cutting costs at the front-end of the life-cycle and not as worried
about the costs for recovery and fire-fighting in the back-end as these costs are not as transparent
and need to be absorbed anyway to ship quality product". An outcome of inadequate resources
allocated to projects is that project teams tended to take shortcuts, resulting in inconsistent
adherence to business processes. This results in a vicious cycle where management, not fully
observing or comprehending the nuances of the shortcuts taken, thinks that the project was
successfully achieved with lean resourcing (since the project outcomes can lag over multiple
years and often the issues are dealt with by other groups) and continues to under-resource
projects.
The resulting drop in process adherence itself kicks off another vicious cycle of fire-fighting. As
process adherence declines, the number of issues faced by project teams increase and leads to
more fire-fighting. The increase in fire-fighting causes a further decline in process adherence
due to resources being sucked away from other projects. Another element of process adherence
is the inherent culture of the organization. If a process-oriented culture prevails, then the
likelihood of process adherence slipping is far less likely and it is easier to demand adequate
resources to carry out business processes well. Figure 11 provides a representation of the two
reinforcing loops described above.
Figure 11: System Dynamics Model of Process Reinforcing Loops
In Good To Great, Jim Collins presents a "culture of discipline" as a distinguishing characteristic
of all great companies in his research. He goes on to describe great organizations as being able
to merge two complementary forces - a culture of discipline with an ethic of entrepreneurship -
to achieve superior performance and sustained results. These companies built a consistent
system with clear constraints but gave their people the freedom and responsibility within the
framework of that system (Collins, 2001).
Anecdotal evidence collected through interviews with Spirit Europe employees and through
detailed review of their business process documents related to the PEPSI model processes, we
found that its process culture was relatively weak. Some functions like Program Integration
tended to rely on the experience of their employees who had worked many years in the company
and some functions like Quality Assurance followed processes diligently but showed little
initiative in continuously improving their process. Employees commented that people tended not
to adhere strictly to processes and that some documented processes were outdated. They
admitted that they themselves did not take the initiative because they were "too busy fire-fighting
to improve the system or develop a better process" and management did not seem to prioritize
such efforts anyway.
Two organizational culture elements underpin the weakness in Spirit Europe's process discipline.
Firstly, the organizational culture being cultivated by senior management was one of agility, a
flat-hierarchy, and entrepreneurial energy. This strong emphasis coupled with a focus on
winning new business likely resulted in neglect in strengthening process focus. Referring to the
"Matrix of Creative Discipline" in Collins (2001), an organization with high entrepreneurial
ethic but low culture of discipline is suited for a start-up organization (see Figure 12). However,
since a large portion of Spirit Europe's long-term business is in a mature phase a strong emphasis
on a culture of discipline is required to effectively capture value in those supply chains.
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Figure 12: Good-to-Great Matrix of Creative Discipline (adapted from Collins, 2001)
Secondly, the organization is relatively small and consists largely of very experienced employees
who have been with the company for a very long time. There is a tendency in this situation to
call upon and rely heavily on these employees to be the "hero of the day" in putting out the latest
fire and recognizing them for it. This tendency perpetuates the reinforcing loop described in
Figure 11 where focus on process is diminished and fire-fighting becomes more embedded as
part of the norm..
Besides the direct cost implications of fire-fighting to the existing project, fire-fighting also
impacts other projects. Repenning, et al, (2001) describe a system where managers who over-
extend their organization into fighting fires, while producing results in the short term, often push
their project management system over the tipping point and into a downward spiral of decreasing
attention to up-front tasks and increasing problems in downstream projects. This vicious cycle
causes organizations to get stuck in perpetual fire-fighting mode which leads to high costs which
recur with every subsequent project. In the context of the PEPSI model, this would be
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decreasing attention to the PICK and ENABLE stages as resources are perpetually absorbed into
the PERFORM and Sustaining stages precisely because of the earlier neglect in up-front stages.
Fire-fighting is prevalent precisely because it comes so naturally and standard managerial
responses like "do less fire-fighting" or "focus more on the system, not the event" are inadequate
to overcome deeply embedded conditioning created through years of operating in this mode.
Instead, Repenning, et al, (2001) recommend implementing four complementary policies that
help lead to a fire-resistant system:
* Aggregate resource planning instead of planning resource in isolation to avoid working on
too many projects in parallel;
* Cancel projects with inadequate returns early before their impact spreads to other projects;
* When a project experiences trouble late in the later phases, revisit the project plans and other
projects in the unit instead of playing "catch-up" as it may start to impact other projects;
* Don't reward people for being good fire-fighters - systemic improvements require
complementary changes to incentive and reward systems.
In addition, our model in Figure 11 also highlights two opportunities to break the vicious cycles.
One is for management to improve the culture of process discipline. The second is for
management to inject or refocus the right number of resources needed to execute the process and
improve it if needed. Both of these will be discussed as part of the following sections where five
key areas for improvement are described - culture, resourcing, process, metrics, and supplier
quality. These areas were culled from a detailed research and analysis of each stage in the PEPSI
model as described in Section 3: Research Methodology and represent relevant recommendations
to strengthen and improve the processes that underlie the PEPSI model.
6.2 Culture
As Section 6.1: Process Discipline and Fire-fighting describes, creating a "culture of discipline"
is essential to effectively capturing value in the supply chain. Since we have identified process
discipline as a weakness in Spirit Europe's culture, how can a cultural transformation be
initiated? Based on research on the Toyota Production System and Edgar Schein's findings in
Organizational Culture and Leadership, we assert that the leaders of an organization are
responsible for its culture. Schein (2004) emphasizes that culture is taught to an organization as
the literature too often views culture acquisition from a passive learning perspective. Leaders
embed and transmit cultural beliefs through daily interactions with employees and frequently
send unintentional messages through their choices and actions. Schein (2004) describes six
primary culture embedding mechanisms that together create the 'climate' of the organization
particularly at the early growth stages of an organization or cultural transformation:
1. What leaders systematically pay attention to, measure, and control on a regular basis,
2. How leaders respond to crises and critical incidents,
3. Observed criteria by which leaders allocate scarce resources,
4. Deliberate role modeling, teaching and coaching,
5. Observed criteria by which leaders allocate rewards and status, and
6. Observed criteria by which leaders hire, promote, fire, and ex-communicate organizational
members.
Walsh (2008) describes the effectiveness of the above mechanisms to drive cultural change as a
combination of three factors: 1) how powerful their effects are, 2) whether the message is
explicitly or implicitly conveyed, and 3) how intentional is the transmission. In Table 3, we
analyze Spirit Europe's organizational and leadership norms using these three dimensions to
uncover opportunities for effective cultural change.
I How intentionalN.PiHow powerful How explicit the ow intentionalNo. Primary Embedding Mechanisms ar te effecs ...... Is is the
transmission
1 What leaders systematically pay attention to,
measure, and control on a regular basis High Explicit Intentional
How leaders respond to crises and critical
2 incidents Medium Implicit Not Intentional
Observed criteria by which leaders allocate3 Medium Explicit Not Intentionalscarce resources
Deliberate role modeling, teaching and4coachi High Both Intentional
Observed criteria by which leaders allocate5 rewards andstatus Low Explicit Intentional
rewards and status
Observed criteria by which leaders hire,
6 promote, fire, and ex-communicate High Implicit Intentional
organizational members
Table 3: Effectiveness of Culture Embedding Mechanisms in Spirit Europe
Explicitly and systematically paying attention to process adherence and process effectiveness
would have a powerful effect on building a culture of process discipline. Anecdotal evidence
from interviews with employees implied that lack of management engagement in business
processes resulted in them perceiving rigorous process adherence was not a business priority.
They also implied that while they realized they needed to fix the system in order to avoid fire-
fighting, management was not giving them enough resources to address the system and get out of
fire-fighting to begin with. We discuss some recommendations and ideas below that can help
build a culture of process discipline in the context of Spirit Europe.
During the PICK stage, managers should actively engage in key supplier assessments and
selection reviews. The intent would not be to micro-manage the team, but to provide coaching
and support for the due diligence process as managers are ultimately accountable for approving
the best supplier for the long-term viability of the business. Currently, the selection team views
management approval as a proverbial "rubber stamp" or "check in the box".
During the ENABLE stage, management should engage up-front in the project planning,
budgeting and resourcing process (whether for new bids or legacy transfers) when most of the
key decisions are being made. Then, during the execution phase, management should participate
in stage gate reviews to provide real-time support to the team and ensure the process is working.
During the PERFORM stage, management should engage in Business and Operations reviews
with suppliers, again not to micro-manage their staff, but to ensure process-related issues that are
disruptions to supplier relationships, inter-department relationships and operational performance
are addressed real-time. These recommendations overlap with the "deliberate role-modeling,
teaching and coaching" mechanism which can also be reinforced during regular one-on-one or
staff meetings.
Spirit Europe can also advance this culture by fast-tracking the promotion of employees who not
only deliver strong results but are also highly process-oriented in their approach. This sends an
implicit message to the organization on what values are rewarded and also enables newly
promoted employees to further the cause deeper into the organization and influence another
wave of employees. Hiring the right people can also help the organization to increase the critical
mass of fellow travelers. On the other hand, letting go of employees who blatantly disregard
processes, despite achieving results, also sends a strong message of the organization's
expectations. Managers may also choose to classify more events as "crises" within their
departments in order to explicitly use them as coaching opportunities and to test the robustness
of existing processes.
We note that Schein (2004) also describes five secondary reinforcement mechanisms. These five
mechanisms listed below become primary maintenance mechanisms for the culture as it and the
organization matures.
1. Organization design and structure,
2. Organizational systems and procedures,
3. Organizational rites and rituals,
4. Stories, legends, and myths about people and events, and
5. Formal statements of organizational philosophy, values and creed.
While it is important to understand the mechanisms for leading culture change, it is also critical
to understand factors that address resistance to change. In this respect, Gleicher's formula for
change (Beckhard, 1969) is a useful framework and is given below as:
DxVxF>R (1)
where D is the dissatisfaction with the way things currently are, V is the vision of what is
possible, F is the concrete first steps that can be taken towards the vision, and R is the resistance
to change as measured by economic and psychological costs of change. Note that in this
equation, each variable denotes whether the necessary effect is in force or not, as well as its
relative magnitude. If the product of D, V and F is greater than R, then change is possible. Note
that since the inequality is a multiplicative, if any of the factors is absent or very low, then the
product will be low and not capable of overcoming the resistance. In order for resistance to be
overcome, a strong desire for change must be created by both creating an intense dissatisfaction
with the status quo and articulating business pressure for change, providing a compelling vision
of the future state and clear, actionable next steps. This equation enables managers to understand
the problem areas for change and develop unique strategies designed specifically to address each
area.
In summary, Spirit Europe has ample opportunities to embed a culture of process discipline
within their organization. Development of this culture is a key component to breaking the
vicious cycles described in Figure 11. It is important to recognize that despite their relative
effects, all the six primary mechanisms described earlier must be used in order to be successful,
and used consistently with each other in order to avoid internal confusion (Schein, 2004).
6.3 Resourcing
Resourcing is a critical success factor of the PEPSI model. "Resources" is defined here as the
combination of human and financial assets available to a firm. Adequate investment is
prescribed especially in the up-front PICK and ENABLE stages in order to avoid cost of failure
in later stages as depicted in Figure 10. While this may seem a trivial point academically, in
reality resources for these up-front stages are frequently under-resourced, trimmed and/or
transferred out to support more pressing "fires of the day", resulting in the vicious cycle of fire-
fighting described by Repenning, et al, (2001) and summarized in Section 6.2: Culture.
Another reason why investing resources up-front is intuitive but difficult to achieve is due to the
"worse before better" phenomenon. In "Nobody Ever Gets Credit for Fixing Problems that
Never Happened", Repenning and Sterman (2001) describe a system dynamics model of the
"capability trap" where the pressure to reduce performance gaps in the short-term results in
under-investment in systemic improvements that increase the overall capability of the system to
close the performance gap in the longer-term. This in turn results in a vicious cycle of under-
investment and people working harder and harder and while the gap closes in the short-term, it
increases in the longer-term.
In order to overcome this "capability trap", Repenning and Sterman (2001) show that often
performance would deteriorate before it improves, hence the "worse before better" phenomenon.
As an example, when resources have to be re-allocated from managing daily tracking of material
expedites to fixing systemic scheduling issues with suppliers, the organization may experience a
short-term dip in on-time deliveries of materials to the supplier, or more costly air freight
expedites may be needed as a trade-off. Recognizing this phenomenon ahead of time allows the
team to prepare management and all stakeholders for the short-term dips, while perhaps also
building a sufficient buffer to minimize the impact of the dip. We now describe two case studies
of addressing resourcing issues within the PEPSI model.
In the past, Spirit Europe's supplier selection team frequently encountered difficulty getting
technical support from engineering to assess new suppliers. Since engineering reported to a
different organization, while they knew supporting the assessment was a critical business need,
they were frequently tasked with addressing issues on the shop floor or with current suppliers, or
help prepare bids for new work. Thus, technical support was provided on a "best effort" basis.
Since suppliers were sometimes selected with non-comprehensive technical due diligence,
supplier capability issues tended to arise in the later stages of the PEPSI model which were more
costly to address at that point. Cognizant of this issue, management made a conscious effort to
invest resources in the PICK stage by dedicating a small group of senior engineers and had them
report into the Procurement department. While there was resistance at first from the releasing
and receiving parties, both parties are beginning to value the change.
During the research, we also found chronic under-resourcing of projects that involved legacy
work transfers which entail movement of existing work packages to a new supplier. Project
managers in this ENABLE stage consistently found themselves under-resourced and when
resources were to be transferred from other departments, their release was frequently delayed.
We worked with the senior leadership team to understand the root-cause of this. We discovered
that when the existing business case approval process was completed, the approval of resources
to execute the project came later under a separate business process. This disconnect caused
delays, sometimes months, in resourcing project teams as the project manager had to inevitably
re-justify the need for scarce resources. The lack of formal stakeholder involvement up-front in
preparing the business case also resulted in the misjudgment of the resources necessary to
execute the project. We addressed these issues by developing a new business case approval
process that required early stakeholder due diligence during preparation of the business case. The
resource requirements presented would then be approved along with project approval.
While this process does not necessarily solve the potential lack of resources available for specific
projects, it provides transparency to the constraints earlier in the approval process and forces
management to address these issues up-front, giving them an opportunity to avoid sending
projects into the vicious cycle. These two examples provide some solutions to address
resourcing issues systematically, which is the other critical component (besides process culture)
to overcoming the vicious cycles described in Figure 11.
6.4 Process
Since the PEPSI model is fundamentally a set of processes used to manage the life cycle of a
supplier, our research also analyzed the effectiveness of the existing processes, proposed
recommendations and implemented some improvements. Our analysis adopts the "Management
by Means" approach advocated in Profit Beyond Measure by Johnson and Broms (2000) by
focusing not on the outcomes produced, but the effectiveness of the processes themselves. One
framework for this is the four unspoken rules of the Toyota Production System (TPS) defined by
Spear and Bowen (1999) which are listed below.
1. Activities - All work is highly specified in its content, sequence, timing and outcome;
2. Connections - Every customer-supplier connection must be direct, and there must be an
unambiguous yes-or-no way to send requests and receive responses;
3. Flows - Every product and service flows along a simple, specific path;
4. Improvements - Any improvement to processes, worker/machine connections or flow path
must be made through the scientific method, under a teacher's guidance, and at the lowest
level in the organization.
All the rules are required to integrate built-in tests to signal problems automatically. It is the
continual response to issues that makes this seemingly rigid system flexible and adaptable to the
dynamic environment. We analyze the processes that make up the PEPSI model using this
framework and describe the implementation of some of these concepts during our research.
In terms of highly specified work, detailed processes exist for the PICK and PERFORM stages,
but not for the ENABLE and SUSTAIN & IMPROVE stages. Enabling suppliers and work
transfer activities tended to rely on tacit knowledge and experienced personnel to execute them.
The risk with non-specified work is that the outcomes are unpredictable, hence increasing the
likelihood of incurring cost of failure as experienced during the Paragon 2 project. New
processes were developed for the ENABLE stage including a checklist that clearly specified each
activity in detail and in sequence, the project phase when it was required, the owner and approver
for each activity, and relevant reference documents. A portion of this checklist is shown in Table
4.
>utstanding changes in
Database for this work
oject sponsor and escalation
path / forum
Develop Work Breakdown Structure,
Organisational Breakdown Structure
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Table 4: Sample Portion of Legacy Work Transfer Checklist
With regards to supplier-customer connections, we found that the hand-offs between stages were
often ambiguous with no clear sign-off process or transition documentation. The procedures
were then modified to implement a stage gate review process and forum before the hand-off
from PICK to ENABLE stage and from ENABLE to PERFORM stage. New hand-off approval
checklists were also developed to ensure full transparency from the releasing team and proper
due diligence by the receiving team. It also helps improve accountability of roles and
responsibilities of the transferring and receiving teams.
Forflow, a detailed review of the PICK and ENABLE procedures was carried out and the
processes streamlined to the extent possible. The procedures were translated into visual format
or checklists to enable users to understand the flow better and their specific roles in each process
step was called out in the visual aids or checklists.
Last but not least, in terms of improvements, there was no process or owner to incorporate
lessons learned from each post-mortem session into systemic fixes within or across PEPSI
processes. When we refined the PICK and ENABLE processes, workshops were held with key
stakeholders to obtain lessons learned and these were incorporated as items in the updated
processes. As an example, the supplier managers complained that some suppliers faced issues
achieving contracted production rates after the ENABLE stage. In response, a "Rate Readiness
Review" was incorporated as part of the ENABLE process to perform a risk assessment of the
supplier's rate readiness during a stage gate review.
TPS advocates the scientific method of developing a hypothesis, a set of assumptions and testing
them against the actual outcome for any improvement. In Spirit Europe's context, the time lag to
observe the outcomes make testing a challenge. One way to overcome this might be to assign an
owner for incorporating improvements to a process so that the outcomes for improvements can
be tested later against the original hypotheses and assumptions that drove the original need for
change. In Spirit Europe, this role might be held by the Governance Manager as discussed in
Section 5.3: Recommendations. While improvements can still be owned at the lowest levels (or
any level in fact), the Governance Manager could also play the role of the "teacher" in providing
guidance on the process, expectations and methodology, which is also what TPS advocates.
In summary, while the PEPSI processes are currently being improved, there are still more
opportunities. For example, Continuous Improvement processes for suppliers are still very ad-
hoc and uncoordinated. Supplier performance metrics are still not standardized. Spirit Europe
can continue to drive improvements and use the unspoken rules of TPS as a guiding framework
towards process excellence.
6.5 Metrics
Metrics are a key element of operational excellence. However, in an operation as diverse yet
integrated as a supply chain, measurement is increasingly difficult. Hofman (2006) identifies
five challenges of supply chain measurement that should be considered when defining metrics:
1. Too many metrics,
2. Endless debate on metric definition,
3. Constantly changing metrics,
4. Outdated data, and
5. Gaming the system.
Besides suggesting ways to overcome the above challenges, Hofman (2006) also describes the
two dimensions of performance measurement maturity which are measurement aptitude and
results actionability. Firms that score well on measurement aptitude: 1) know what to measure -
quality, not quantity, 2) have a program in place to measure it, and 3) are able to easily access the
right data at the right time. Results actionability is made up of the ability to accept the results
and to act on them.
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Measurement
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Figure 13: Performance Measurement Maturity Matrix
(adapted from Hofman, 2006)
The matrix in Figure 13 adapted from Hofman (2006) shows the four maturity categories. Our
research suggests that Spirit Europe lies in between the quadrants of Ingrained Inertia and The
Right Stuff. In general, the measurement aptitude is still in its infancy with outdated systems in
use which are relatively ineffective for collecting and analyzing metric data. There are also
Analysis Excellence
Paralysis Addicts
Ingrained () The Right
Inertia Stuff
inconsistencies in the types of metrics to be used across business groups and across functions. In
terms of results actionability, there is a tendency to focus actions on the internal operations, but
not holistically on the extended value stream. Since the same issue has been addressed earlier in
Section 5.2: Organizational Focus, the following sub-sections focus on measurement aptitude.
We proceed to analyze Spirit Europe's measurement systems in the context of the PEPSI
processes.
6.5.1 PICK Stage Metrics
The challenge of deriving success metrics for the PICK stage is that the true commercial and
technical viability of a newly selected supplier will typically not be known until after the hand-
off to subsequent stages and an issue could surface months or more than a year later. Moreover,
with such an extended timeframe, many changes to the business environment or specifications
can occur. As such, all metrics are lagging indicators and the only real-time measurement is
compliance to the established process.
Given this reality, we developed a three-phased metric system for the PICK stage. The first
phase measures the supplier selection team in terms of process compliance. Spirit Europe's
Governance team could play the role of process auditors. The second phase measures the
performance of the selection team at a snapshot in time e.g. during a pre-production stage gate
review, based on a certain set of metrics against the baseline expectations and risks identified at
the time of the selection decision. Examples of PICK stage metrics are as follows:
1. No unidentified technical capability gaps,
2. No unresolved commercial terms,
3. No financial performance issues,
4. No price variance requests, and
5. No single-sourcing issues at current and projected rates.
The third phase calls for a review of the metrics once again at the end of the ENABLE stage
during a "Lessons Learned" session conducted after the completion of each project. Since the
project would have had many stakeholders by this point, it is important that the metrics are not
used for finger-pointing, but used constructively for continuous improvement of existing
processes to systematically avoid recurrence. Figure 14 illustrates the metric system described
above.
1._Aditfor _______ Pre-Production Gate
1. Audit for Compliance Review
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Figure 14: Metric System for PICK Stage
6.5.2 ENABLE Stage Metrics
For the ENABLE stage, Spirit Europe uses Earned Value Management (EVM) to measure the
progress and success of large and complex projects, and Performance Against Schedule (PAS)
for smaller projects. EVM is a useful tool that integrates the measurement of technical
performance (or completion of work), schedule performance and cost performance (Fleming,
2006). One of the major drawbacks of EVM is that it does not measure holistic project quality.
A project could theoretically meet scope, budget and schedule performance, yet customers could
still be dissatisfied.
In Spirit Europe's context the downstream 'customers' are the supplier managers in the
PERFORM stage who would have to deal with any supplier quality issues or high rework rates.
Since a more balanced approach is necessary, we adopt the balanced scorecard framework which
maps metrics into four perspectives: financial, internal processes, customers and learning. First
published in 1992 by Kaplan and Norton, the balanced scorecard attempts to balance
2. Accountability metrics against
baseline BOM and SOW and Risk Register:
* No unidentified technical capability gaps
* No unresolved commercial terms
* No financial performance issues
* No price variance requests
* No single-sourcing issues at current and
projected rates
3. Project Manager conducts
Lessons Learned session.
SELECT Technical and
Commercial Lead need to
attend to review metrics and
address process gaps (if any).
0.
L
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measurement between short-term versus long-term objectives, financial versus non-financial
measures, lagging versus leading indicators, and internal versus external perspectives. An
example of the ENABLE balanced scorecard proposed is provided in Figure 15. Note that EVM
is still very much a key component of the metric system.
Customers' Perspective
Leading Indicators
* Hand-off Checklist completion
* Rate Readiness risk score
* Supplier's manufacturing cycle time
Lagging Indicators
* Performance metrics for first 8 shipments
- Scrap and Rework Rate
- Quality CIRs
- Contractual issues
Financial Perspective
Leading Indicators
* EVM (Budget component)
* Scope creep impact
Lagqing Indicators
* Business Case achieved
* Tracking of 'Sanctions to Spend'
Internal Process Perspective
Leading Indicators
* DFM implementation rate
Laggqqin Indicators
* EVM (Schedule component)
* Action Closure Rates
- LAI findings
- FAV findings
- Business Systems Verification
- Change Control process
Learning Perspective
Leading Indicators
* Lessons learned action closure rate
Figure 15: Sample ENABLE Balanced Scorecard
6.5.3 PERFORM Stage Metrics
For the PERFORM stage, our research found that while in general balanced scorecards were
used to manage suppliers, there were inconsistencies in metric definition and usage between
different project groups and at different supplier reviews. For example, on-time delivery for one
project group may measure exact dock date while another may accept plus or minus 3 days. It
was also possible for a supplier to receive a composite quality score of "Medium Risk" during a
business review and receive another composite quality score of "High Risk" during an operations
review. Such issues lead to a loss of credibility in Spirit Europe's metrics and could lead to
mixed messages to suppliers on which areas they should focus their resources on.
Our recommendation was to convene a cross-functional task force to develop a holistic set of
consistent metrics to measure supply chain performance. A few references are relevant for this
activity. The Supply Chain Council's Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model
defines a set of Level 1 metrics (see Figure 16) based on the supply chain attributes of delivery
reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, costs and asset management efficiency.
PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES
Customer-Facing Internal-Facing
LEVEL 1 METRICS Reliabilty Responsiveness Agility Cost Assets
Perfect Order Fulfillment _
Order Fulfillment Cycle Time _
Upside Supply Chain Flexibility
Upside Supply Chain Adaptability _
Downside Supply Chain Adaptability
Supply Chain Management Cost
Cost of Goods Sold
Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time
Return on Supply Chain Fixed Assets
Return on Working Capital
Figure 16: SCOR Level 1 Metrics and Performance Attributes
(adapted from SCOR Version 9.0 Quick Reference Guide)
Coughlin (1998) introduces a stratification model which shows the dependencies between the
tiers of strategic, tactical and operational metrics. Hofman (2004) takes this concept further and
introduces AMR Research's hierarchy of supply chain metrics (see Figure 17) with the top-tier
serving as an overall health check, the mid-tier offering diagnostic capability while the bottom-
tier provides insights for root-cause analysis and correction. We recommend this as a reference
for the review of Spirit Europe's PERFORM metrics. It provides the ability for ownership of a
set of metrics by different levels and functions within the organization with the capability for an
integrated perspective of the overall health of the supply chain.
Bottol
Figure 17: Hierarchy of Supply Chain Metrics (adapted from Hofinan, 2004)
Once the task force has determined a final set of metrics, it is useful to test their practicality and
usefulness. Caplice and Sheffi (1994) outline a set of criteria by which to evaluate individual
metrics which are summarized in Table 5 below.
Criterion Description
Validity Metric accurately captures the events and activities being
measured and controls for any exogenous factors.
Robustness Metric is interpreted similarly by the users, is comparable
across time, locations, & organizations, and is repeatable.
Usefulness Metric is readily understandable by the decision maker and
provides a guide for action to be taken.
Integration Metric includes all relevant aspects of the process and
promotes coordination across functions and divisions.
Cost-Benefit The benefits of using the metric outweigh the costs of data
collection, analysis, and reporting.
Compatibility Metric is compatible with existing information, material, and
cash flows and systems in the organization.
Level of Detail Metric provides a sufficient degree of granularity or
aggregation for the user.
Behavioral Soundness Metric minimizes incentives for counter-productive acts or
game playing and is presented in a useful form
Table 5: Criteria for Evaluating Individual Metrics (adapted from Caplice and Sheffi, 1994)
6.6 Supplier Quality
During our research, it was interesting to note that supplier outgoing defect rates observed by
Spirit Europe's operations (measured as non-conformances) were significantly higher than the
semiconductor industry's general defect escapee rates. In general, this may seem counter-
intuitive considering the greater degree of complexity and vastly smaller feature sizes that are
synonymous with the semiconductor industry. This motivated the research into the systemic
causes underlying this phenomenon. There is also a strong business driver since poor supplier
quality performance impacts profitability in many ways. Some examples include more safety
stock held to account for defective parts, reworking parts leads to loss of labor productivity and
incur overtime costs, large amounts of inventory in the pipeline are at risk for obsolescence, and
productivity loss occurs due to management of quality issues.
Our research uncovered three systemic issues. The first has to do with supplier incentives. Since
all component suppliers are single-sourced with long-term contracts, there is less incentive to be
responsive to quality issues, despite the usage of a balanced scorecard. The main incentives are
the "carrot" of new business for good performance, and the "stick" of removal from the
Approved Supplier List (ASL). However, the lack of a formal process to review current supplier
performance prior to sending out Request for Quotes (RFQs) coupled with the lack of
enforcement of the procedure for de-listing a supplier from the ASL, leads to a natural tendency
for suppliers to focus on winning new work at the expense of focusing on root-cause fixes for
quality issues. Anecdotal evidence suggests that this situation has indeed occurred in the past.
As a containment measure, the Spirit Europe should define a clear escalation policy on supplier
quality issues based on severity as these issues not only impact internal operations, but also
increases the need for buffer inventory and resources to deal with poor incoming quality.
Management needs to be engaged in the definition of the escalation policy as suppliers are
strategic partners and the threat of de-listing a supplier could have other ramifications. A charge
back system to claim payments from suppliers for lost productivity could also be considered, but
may be difficult to implement across the supply base. Spirit Europe should also continue to
invest in the relationship by offering suppliers on-site technical support should it be warranted.
A more thorough treatment of managing high supplier power will be covered in Section 8:
Business Continuity Planning.
The second systemic issue relates to organizational focus and was discussed earlier in Section
5.2: Organizational Focus, regarding the lack of a focused team of Supplier Quality Engineers to
address external supplier quality issues which accounted for a majority of the non-conformances
experienced in 2007.
The third issue relates to the lack of integration between the Quality Assurance team and Quality
Engineers. Quality Assurance teams perform supplier audits for quality system and process
issues but are often isolated from the daily issues faced in the shop floor. Conversely, Quality
Engineers are busy fighting fires on the shop floor and are typically too busy to work on
systemic, longer-term improvements with the supplier, unless it is a big emergency.
Our recommendation was for the Quality Assurance and Quality Engineers to form a virtual
supplier quality team that would meet regularly and share joint success metrics such as reduction
of non-conformance issues and repeat issues. The team would also share best practices and
define the high-impact suppliers and issues to focus their resources on. This team would also be
chartered to determine which suppliers warrant the on-site technical support mentioned earlier.
6.7 Summary of Recommendations
The PEPSI model was introduced as a framework to integrate all the processes that are used
during the life-cycle of supplier management. Based on our research, a stronger culture of
process discipline in Spirit Europe will enable more effective value capture and avoid cost of
failure. Schein's embedding mechanisms are useful for helping management lead the cultural
change. Besides process culture, proper resourcing is another key component of overcoming the
vicious cycles that lead to an organization that is perpetually in fire-fighting mode. The four
unspoken rules of the Toyota Production System are useful to analyze the effectiveness of the
processes that underpin the PEPSI model. The development of a set of consistent and effective
metrics is also critical to achieving operational excellence. Operational excellence also requires
solid supplier quality. The quality system can be made more robust via better integration,
supplier incentives and organizational focus.
7. Lever #3: Supply Chain Integration and Operational Excellence
Building upon a focused, integrated organizational structure and integrated supplier management
processes, additional value can be unlocked from the supply chain by driving integration and
operational excellence within the supply chain. This dimension of value capture is described
through two case studies of Spirit Europe's supply chain. The first describes the mitigation of
the "bullwhip effect" in the materials supply chain and the second describes methods for
optimization of inventory throughout a supply chain.
Material Component Spirit CustomerSupplier Supplier X Assembly
UK Indonesia UK UK
Figure 18: Supply Chain for Case Studies
Figure 18 represents the supply chain highlighted for the case studies referred to in this section.
Raw material is free-issued from a UK materials service provider, under contract from Spirit
Europe, to a Supplier X in Indonesia. Supplier X produces various Leading-Edge components
and sub-assemblies for them. Under normal circumstances, the call-off of material by part
number is issued every 10 weeks or when the re-order point is reached. Material is then shipped
from the UK to Indonesia by sea freight. Supplier X performs fabrication and sub-assembly
work and ships parts by sea freight to Spirit Europe in the UK every 2 weeks in quantities
matching the vendor schedule provided by Spirit Europe. It takes a day to ship assembled wing
sets to the customer site.
7.1 Bullwhip Effect in Materials Supply Chain
The bullwhip effect refers to the increase in the amplitude of demand variability one observes the
further upstream one is in the supply chain (Lee, et al, 1997). Figure 19 provides an example of
the bullwhip effect when a computer retailer's orders to its manufacturer are compared against its
actual sales.
units
time
Figure 19: Example Bullwhip Effect at a Computer Retailer
(adapted from: Lee, et al, 1997)
As described in Section 1.4: Supply Chain Overview, Spirit Europe observes a relatively stable
customer demand profile downstream in its supply chain. Despite this, the raw material
suppliers were observing significant volatility in demand from the component suppliers. Figure
20 below depicts the supply chain for Supplier X and where the volatility is being observed. For
the most part, it is a fair and generic representation of the bullwhip effect prevalent in most of
Spirit Europe's supply chains.
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Figure 20: Increasing Demand Volatility
The amplification ratio (AR) is a good metric for measuring the volatility of the bullwhip effect
(Simchi-Levi, et al, 2003). It basically measures the coefficient of variance (COV) of demand
I
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observed upstream divided by the coefficient of variance of demand downstream. COV is the
standard deviation divided by the mean. The formula is as follows:
AR = COV Vd = UU / (2)
An amplification ratio of 11.3x was observed for 2007 (see Figure 21) from customer demand to
material demand. The impact was that 3300 aluminum sheets and plates required air-freighting
in 2006 and from January to June 2007, 1100 more pieces were air-freighted. A large number of
spot buys were also required due to materials shortages.
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J Supplier X's Forecast -- End-customer Demand
-&- Actual call-off by Supplier X
Figure 21: AMR Research Hierarchy of Supply Chain Metrics
7.1.1 Analysis of Root Causes
Simchi-Levi, et al, (2003) describe five classical causes of the bullwhip effect. These are
summarized below for reference:
1. Inaccurate demand forecasting
- Periodic forecasts of mean and variance of demand drives safety stock levels
- Inaccurate forecasting causes buffer-on-buffer effect
- Demand over-forecasted, distortions by Return Policy, overreaction to backlog
2. Long lead times
- Increase in variability is magnified with longer lead times
- Communication delays and lack of coordination exacerbates volatility
- Filling the supply pipeline is slow in cases of under-forecasting or shortages
3. Batch Ordering
- Volume discounts due to price breaks, container/truck capacity
- Reorder Point inventory policy
4. Price fluctuations due to promotions and seasonal discounting
5. Inflated orders due to shortage gaming
Discussions were held with various stakeholders in the materials supply chain including Spirit
Europe's materials team, the material service provider and Supplier X. The relationships are as
follows: Spirit Europe's materials team manages the material service provider who provides
metal cutting and demand aggregation services, while Supplier X provides them the material
demand forecasts on a monthly basis for their production schedule. The material service
provider also manages the relationship and orders with the metal stockists and mills.
It became apparent after early discussions that inaccurate demand forecasting by suppliers was a
major issue which was exacerbated by the long lead times due to sea freighting. Due to the
principal-agent issue caused by free-issue of materials as described in Section 1.4: Supply Chain
Overview, Supplier X tended to call-off material in larger quantities and much earlier than
needed by their actual production schedule since they did not have to pay for the material. On
top of that, until recently Spirit Europe's control processes were not in place to manage and
monitor this behavior effectively. Figure 22 highlights this phenomenon. As a result, forecasts
were inaccurate and were not being trusted by the stakeholders.
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Figure 22: Larger and Earlier Call-offs in Free-Issue Environment
In addition to poor forecast accuracy, the need to perform batch ordering due to order and
transportation cost factors contributes to the high amplification ratio. Sea freight is used due to
the bulky but low value nature of the materials shipped to Supplier X. For suppliers located in
Asia, a 10-week reorder period was put in place with the rationale being to simplify the order and
receiving process, take advantage of volume discounts for containers and take into account the 6-
7 week lead times of sea freight.
Despite batch nature of ordering materials, it would still seem that forecasting materials for such
a linear two-party supply chain and stable end-demand profile would be very straightforward. It
would also appear that improving the communication and clarity of the forecast between service
provider and Supplier X would be an easy solution.
However, upon a more in-depth understanding of the supply chain, it becomes apparent that
forecast inaccuracy and batch ordering do not tell the complete story of why Spirit Europe's
supply chains suffer from the bullwhip effect. Our research uncovered three additional root-
cause categories which are listed below and described in greater detail later in this chapter.
1) Work Transfers
2) Quality Issues
3) Engineering Change
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7.1.2 Managing the Bullwhip Effect
We adopted a two-phase approach to systematically manage the bullwhip effect in Spirit
Europe's materials supply chain. The first phase deals with improving demand forecast accuracy
and the -second phase deals with addressing the exogenous factors which cause the supplier's
actual call-off to deviate from their initial forecasts.
Phase 1: Improving Demand Forecast Accuracy
The demand forecast accuracy (DFA) measures the accuracy of Supplier X's monthly forecasts
versus what they actually ordered on a month-to-month basis. Forecast accuracy percentage can
be defined as:
I ForecastQty - OrderQty 100Accuracy = 1- xrder100Ercse Orderety
Due to poor alignment and communication between stakeholders, DFA was failing to achieve
close to 100% despite the make-to-order environment. In early 2007, the materials team met
regularly with the materials service provider to address stockouts, but DFA was not being
measured. Figure 23 shows the stockout trend for Supplier X in 2007.
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Figure 23: Monthly Material Stockouts for Supplier X
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The improvement in the trend could have been a result of the material team's focus, however it
could just have been an indication that inventory was increased to ensure there were no stockouts
since the materials service provider shipped a relatively low number of part numbers to Supplier
X. Focusing on stockouts is akin to managing a lagging indicator. Since DFA is a fundamental
root cause of the bullwhip effect, we shifted the focus instead to managing DFA as a leading
indicator. Table 6 below shows the monthly DFA metric at Supplier X for 2007.
Jan Feb Mar I Apr I May I June I July I Aug I Sept Oct Nov Dec
Mth Demand Fcst Error (% 20.9 100.0 1.8 0.0 276.8 129.3 99.9 379.0 46.2 82.2 0.5 1 0.0
Demand Fcstc. .
-Team visits 
supplier 
[
Team visits supplier
'Table 6: Monthly Demand Forecast Accuracy for Supplier X
In order to address the poor DFA, it was clear that Supplier X had to be better integrated into the
forecasting process. Due to lack of trust, the materials service provider was adjusting Supplier
X's monthly forecast, and had not been using end-customer demand as a reference point. In
early October 2007, the team held a face-to-face meeting in Indonesia where Supplier X was
located and a new forecasting process was developed.
End-customer demand was used as a reference for how much material Supplier X theoretically
needed. Supplier X then used their inventory position for each part number in order to generate
their forecast. A key discovery was that due to differing scrap rates and number of spares during
start-up, over time the inventory position of each part number deviated rather significantly.
Figure 24 shows the variation in inventory position for a sample of raw material part numbers at
Supplier X for a single sub-assembly.
Figure 24: Inventory Position of Raw Material Part Numbers at Supplier X
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This meant that despite the 10-week re-order periods, the materials service provider saw orders
of different part numbers almost on a weekly basis. So, the theoretical saw-tooth forecast
initially expected for 2007 was unrealistic. As a result of the new process developed during the
meeting in October 2007, the forecast for 2008 was generated (see Figure 25) and it reflects the
more regular order pattern. The amplification ratio was improved from 11.3x to 3x.
Improvement in the DFA metric after October 2007 can also be observed in Table 6.
Ir- Supplier X's Forecast -+- End-Customer Demand
Figure 25: Supplier X's 2008 Material Forecast
Shortages for Supplier X also improved as shown in Table 7.
Jan FebI Marl AprIMayjJune July_ AugSeptI Oct Nov Dec
# of Orders
Table 7: Monthly Shortages for Supplier X
As part of the new forecasting process, Spirit Europe's materials team will compare Supplier X's
monthly forecast updates against end-customer demand to ascertain if there was over or under-
ordering of material and probe deeper if necessary to continuously improve the forecasting
process and to catch errors early. It was also agreed that Supplier X would update their forecasts
taking into account updated inventory positions acquired during quarterly stock checks. Real-
time inventory positions were not possible as the low cost supplier did not have the IT resources
or systems to provide such capabilities. Managing DFA as the key metric also exposed an
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opportunity to further mitigate the bullwhip effect. The team can now proactively smooth out
any sharp spikes in material requests. As an example, the May to June 2008 demand volatility
was scrutinized and it was discovered that it was possible to smooth demand further by just
pulling in delivery of a single part number by a week (from early June to late May), further
reducing the amplification ratio to 1.7x (see Figure 26).
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Figure 26: Supplier X's 2008 Material Forecast with June pull-in
Phase 2: Addressing Exogenous Factors
In an ideal situation, having a perfect DFA would significantly dampen the bullwhip effect for
the materials supply chain. However, in reality the actual call-off by Supplier X could still
deviate due to a number of exogenous factors i.e. work transfers, quality issues and engineering
change. These factors are exogenous to the materials supply chain since they originate
externally but impact the supply chain directly. More significantly, the people that manage these
factors directly typically reside in separate organizations from the stakeholders of the materials
supply chain. The organizational and process challenges of integrating these inputs in a reliable
and systematic manner is a classical supply chain integration problem that should not be
underestimated. The three exogenous factors are described in more detail and we develop a
process to address the issue systematically.
i) Work Transfers
Work transfers occur when a component, set of components or sub-assembly is moved from
either internal operations or an existing supplier to a new supplier. During the execution of the
project special demands for material are required for the work package being transferred. These
needs include increasing buffers to reduce quality risks at the new supplier, a change of freight
shipment mode from air to sea which increases lead times from 1 week to 6 weeks, or allocations
for development trials. Unfortunately, the team that execute and plan the projects often fail to
account for materials provisioning and acquisition early enough, if at all, to account for the long
lead times for certain materials that can extend to 24 months. These sources of unplanned
material requirements for an existing component can cause significant spikes in short-term
demand which impacts forecast accuracies and sourcing costs despite stable end-demand. A
potential countermeasure for this factor is to engage the materials team as a key stakeholder early
in the business case approval stage, as discussed in Section 6.3: Resourcing.
ii) Quality Issues
While material forecasts from suppliers typically include a standard buffer, 5% in this case, often
there is a lack of timely communication of serious quality excursions at any point in the supply
chain. This may cause a sudden spike in demand that exceeds even the allocated buffer. This
lack of timely communication is typically the result of the challenges of integrating the materials
team into the day-to-day operations or information flow of the supply chain. This is particularly
acute in cases where there are many echelons in the supply chain and if the supply chain is
geographically dispersed. A particularly severe scrap event or a short-term accumulation of
scrap events at any point in the global supply chain from customer to metal mill can result in
demand deviations from forecasts despite stable end-demand. A potential countermeasure for
this factor might be to request regular material consumption reports or scrap rates from each
echelon of the supply chain.
iii) Engineering Change
Our research has observed that although the number of engineering change orders (ECOs)
reduces significantly as an aerospace component or assembly reaches maturity in its life cycle,
ECOs continue to occur years into the product's life-cycle. However, ECOs that occur in the
maturity phase can still be significant enough in number and/or impact to cause supply issues,
particularly if robust change management systems are not in place. These ECOs can result from
cost reduction initiatives by any member of the supply chain, safety or quality improvements
initiated by the customer, design for manufacturing modifications and change of equipment set
due to change of supplier. ECOs could require new part numbers due to changes in physical
dimensions, or greater material requirements caused by nesting design changes if new equipment
is introduced. While not all ECOs impact materials, it is important that suppliers assess which
ones will prior to committing to any ECO requests as the lead times to secure new material may
be excessive. The main challenge here is greater integration of materials considerations with a
diverse set of stakeholders who can potentially initiate ECOs at any time. A robust engineering
change management process and system is critical to addressing this challenge.
7.1.3 Recommendation
Due to the complexity of these exogenous factors and diversity of stakeholders involved, we
employ a Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) approach to determine what the issues were and
which were most urgent in terms of risk and should be prioritized. We adapt the classical
process FMEA tool into a Supply Chain FMEA to provide a Risk Priority Number (RPN) based
on event severity (SEV), frequency of occurrence (OCC), and probability of detection (DET).
Stamatis (1995) offers an in-depth treatment of FMEA from both theory and application
perspectives.
In our adaptation, we replace traditional "process steps" with categories of factors that can cause
actual demand to deviate from forecast. When completed by the relevant stakeholders, this tool
provides a common platform to enable all parties to calibrate on and address the most pressing
issues of the integrated supply chain in an objective manner. This tool was piloted on Supplier X
and is being proliferated to other projects and suppliers. Table 8 shows a simplified example of
the Supply Chain FMEA used in the pilot.
SEV = How severe is effect on the customer?
OCC = How frequent is the cause likely to occur?
DET = How probable is detection of cause?
RPN = Risk priority number In order to rank concerns; calculated as SEV x OCC x DET
(in our case, a
"step"Is defined In what ways can the step
as an assumptlon go wrong?
made to generate
the Initial forecast)
customer if the failure mode
Is not prevented or
corrected? (In our case, the
supplier Is an Internal
"customer')
Upstream suppliers not
capable to support build-
ahead, and / or materials not
provisioned within lead time
Insufficient material for start-
up leading to massive spot
buys and/or air freighting
Subsequent schedules are
distorted thinking that
adjustments within leadtime
were supported/committed
Increase in material
consumption / call-off by
Supplier X
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What causes the step to go
wrong? (I.e., How could the
failure mode occur?)
Inventory plan did not consider
capacity of upstream suppliers
and/or long lead time materials
Materiale team not tied into
upfront business case or
supplier selection processes
Material Supplier does not
enforce 3-month lead time
freeze period
Manufacturing issues at
Prestwick, etc
9
9
7
4
What are the existing controls
that either prevent the failure
mode from occurring or detect It
should It occur?
Receive reactive requests, typically
late in the process
Receive reactive requests, typically
late in the process
None, due to lack of enforcement
of 3-month lead time freeze
10% buffer included in customer
conbid. 5% buffer included in
Supplier X's forecast
10
10
810
490
240
reducing the occurrence of
the cause or for Improving its
detection? You should
provide actions on all high
RPNs and on severity ratings
of or 10.
Materialisation needs to be
involved in the transfer project
team and process as early as
possible. Fix Transfer processes
to clearly call out this activity.
Materialisation needs to be part
of the project assessment team
and process as early as
possible. Fix Supplier Selection
and Business Case processes to
call this out
Request Material Supplier to
enforce 3-month frozen window
Obtain IAE scrap rates from
NC1 database
Table 8: Supply Chain FMEA for Bullwhip Effect Mitigation
7.2 Inventory Optimization under Supply Uncertainty
The need to free-up cash to fund operations and new development puts a high focus on inventory
reduction. Average inventory turns for the business was at 6.2 versus a forecast of 7.5 and a goal
of 9.9. The current state of inventory was in large part an artifact of the severe shortages
experienced during the first quarter of 2007. A two-stage approach was employed to manage
inventory. The first stage is to control inventory with the goal of ensuring inventory met the
forecast level of 7.5 turns. The second stage is to subsequently optimize inventory with the goal
of achieving reduced inventory based on variability reduction.
7.2.1 Local Optimizations versus System Optimum
Due to the lack of integration in the management of the supply chain as described earlier in
Section 5: Organizational Structure, the functional stakeholders at each echelon of the supply
chain ends up accumulating inventory for buffer purposes. Since each echelon is measured by
!
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on-time delivery (OTD) to their downstream echelon, the incentive is to hold more buffer,
sometimes excessively for suppliers who receive free-issued material. For example, suppliers
were holding buffers to mitigate shortages from materials service providers who in turn held
buffers to mitigate the bullwhip effect from downstream. Spirit Europe also held buffers to
mitigate supplier issues, shipment delays and quality rejects, which increased dramatically when
they started to gradually slip their production schedules without adjusting their vendor schedules
accordingly. The net effect is buffer-over-buffer leading to an environment of local
optimizations to meet OTD at the expense of a system optimum for cost and service level.
While its suppliers hold pre-production buffers, they are also required to contractually hold
finished goods inventory (FGI) to protect Spirit Europe from supply and demand variability.
Similarly, Spirit Europe is required to contractually hold FGI in order to protect its customer. In
all cases, the safety stock levels are defined via rule-of-thumb and geographical proximity, which
are generically applied regardless of actual supplier performance. Figure 27 shows where
inventory is held in our case study of Supplier X and how many weeks of planned inventory are
in the system based on current inventory policies.
UK/US Asia UK UK
Material Parts Spirit C
Stockist I  '2 Supplier X /2\ /2 Assembly1 c
10 weeks 10 weeks 7 weeks 1 week 1 day
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Figure 27: Supplier X Supply Chain Planned Inventory
At the time of the project, actual inventory numbers were on average 20% higher than planned
numbers. This implies that for a non-scarce commodity like aluminum and non-complex parts,
Spirit Europe had up to 42 weeks of inventory in the supply chain.
7.2.2 Inventory Control
Due to relatively low and stable production rates coupled with long lead times especially for
overseas suppliers, depletion of excess inventory takes long periods of time. This means that
close control of inventory levels is critical and should be the focus in order to achieve the 7.5
forecasted inventory turns. The fragmented, low-cost nature of the supply base tends to result in
the lack of integrated ERP systems which makes inventory control challenging and typically a
manual process. Spirit Europe itself was using an obsolete ERP system and was in the midst of
upgrading their ERP system with no plans for forward or backward integration into the supply
base.
The other challenge of inventory control was the mindset of closely monitoring inventory levels
on the downside for shortages but with no attention paid to controlling the upper bound of
inventory level. This phenomenon was observed at almost every echelon of the supply chain and
often encouraged by Spirit Europe's supplier managers themselves who viewed inventory as
mainly lowering risks in the supply chain. This strong bias on de-risking the supply chain with
inventory is due in large part to the psychology of avoiding at all costs the severe shortage
situation experienced in late 2006 and early 2007 as mentioned in Section 1.4: Supply Chain
Overview. Free-issued suppliers held excess buffers of pre-production material, Spirit Europe
encouraged excess buffers of fabricated and machined parts at suppliers prior to sub-assembly
and Spirit Europe's operations staff systematically drove for high levels of buffers sitting in front
of final assembly. Figures 28, 29 and 30 provide some trends that highlight this phenomenon.
Figure 28 shows that >50% of the raw material for machined part numbers are in excess of the
10-week planned inventory even after taking into account another 10-weeks worth of inventory
that is on order and/or in transit.
Figure 28: Supplier X's Raw Material Inventory
Figure 29 was extracted from a Supplier X operations review meeting (format and data modified).
It shows that the emphasis is to create as large a buffer as possible of fabricated detailed parts at
Supplier X to feed Supplier X's assembly operation. There is a close focus on potential part
shortage situations (e.g. sub-assembly Z has 5 fabricated part numbers with <1 week of buffer),
there is no upper control limit for inventory levels even though Spirit is paying for this material.
Fab Parts
Assy X
Assy Y
Assy Z
Total
19
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41
129
203
22
61
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9
Figure 29: Supplier X's Fabricated Parts Internal Weeks of WIP
Figure 30 shows that components from 6 out of 8 Leading-Edge suppliers have more than the
planned safety stock at Prestwick of 2 weeks for non-UK suppliers and 1 week for UK suppliers.
Supplier Z is in backlog situation. The excess inventory is particularly large for non-UK
suppliers.
Figure 29: Spirit Europe Incoming Parts Inventory by Supplier
Having identified this mindset, our recommendation was to start tracking inventory level trends
weekly by part, by supplier and to implement upper control limits for each part. Supplier
managers would develop pre-defined actions to take if the upper control limits are breached. It is
important to note that inventory levels needs to be controlled in such manner that it minimizes
the bullwhip effect upstream to their suppliers. Some examples are to incrementally reduce
production rates temporarily, incrementally delay shipments, increase production rates at final
assembly or, if appropriate, do nothing. The critical action is to have close and timely
communication with all stakeholders to manage the situation. This activity might be coordinated
by the Supply Chain IPT proposed in Section 5: Organizational Structure.
7.2.3 Inventory Optimization
Once inventory is deemed to be under control, the next stage is to start looking at opportunities
for optimization. It should be noted that in an ideal situation, Spirit Europe's supply chain
should require zero buffers or safety stock due to the stable demand profile and make-to-order
environment. However, in reality various sources of uncertainty conspire to make safety
inventory a requirement in order to achieve a performing supply chain.
Safety inventory is required to mitigate supply and demand mismatches while maintaining
desired service levels. Statistical analysis and optimization algorithms can be employed to
perform right-sizing of associated buffers at the respective echelons of a supply chain. However,
SupA SupB SupC SupD SupW SupX SupY Sup
- Non-UK ------- UK
Supplier by Week (W40 - W50)
before inventory is optimized, the factors that affect the stability and reliability of a supply chain
need to be understood and their performance measured and tracked accordingly. Hence, in order
to reduce inventory levels without jeopardizing the supply chain, it is imperative that the supply
chain performance be stable and under control which can be achieved by managing the drivers of
variability or uncertainty. If the supply chain is unreliable, then the solution may ultimately
require an increase of inventory at certain echelons instead of a reduction.
In the following sections, the sources of uncertainty are explored in detail with recommendations
on how these sources can be managed and optimum buffer sizes modeled.
7.2.4 Supply Chain Uncertainty
Hadley (2004) identifies three main elements of supply chain uncertainty - demand uncertainty,
supply uncertainty and inventory inaccuracy. Demand uncertainty is primarily caused by the
inability to forecast demand accurately, both in quantity and in product mix. Beside changes in
customer demand, accuracy is also impacted by urgent engineering changes that may result in
obsolescence of certain part numbers and sudden demand for new part numbers. Despite Spirit
Europe not having an after-market sales operation, spare orders and schedule changes within lead
time also contribute to demand uncertainty.
Supply uncertainty arises for numerous reasons including late deliveries or shipments, incorrect
quantity shipped, production delays due to major quality or operational issues encountered by the
supplier, unpredicted yield loss, substandard raw materials, and catastrophic disruption like a fire
or freight mishap.
Inventory inaccuracy refers to discrepancies between actual inventory and inventory in company
records. These discrepancies can occur frequently and are often significant especially if a
company's business systems are not robust and if there are system interdependence. For Spirit
Europe, this issue had been identified and robust cycle count processes implemented to address
the issue.
While demand uncertainty has been thoroughly researched in academia and its mitigation
techniques applied widely by firms, research on supply uncertainty has been a relatively recent
growing field of study (Schmitt, 2007). Recent events and industry trends have driven the
increased interest level in both recurrent supply risk and supply disruption risk. Recent events
that have spurred this interest include high-profile disruptions like 9/11 in 2001, the West Coast
port lockout in 2002, and Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005.
In addition, industry trends like the increased focus on lean supply chains and global supply
chains are increasing supply uncertainty risks (Schmitt, 2007). The minimization of inventory
buffers due to increasingly efficient, just-in-time supply chains means these supply chains are
also increasingly susceptible to disruption (Synder, 2006). As outsourcing and aerospace offset
requirements make supply chains increasingly global, companies become more dependent on
critical parts from regions that face higher supply risks due to potential instability caused by
political, economic, climate or seismic events (Lynn, 2005).
For many firms, supply uncertainty is at least on par with demand uncertainty (Hadley, 2004).
Due to the low clockspeed of the aerospace industry and make-to-order environment of Spirit
Europe's supply chain, supply uncertainty dominates their need for safety inventory.
7.2.5 Inventory Optimization Approaches and Models
Multi-echelon inventory optimization with demand uncertainty has been widely studied since
Clark and Scarf's seminal work in 1960. Kruger (1997) describes a supply chain approach that
models stochastic events that influence inventory performance to minimize on-hand inventory
while optimizing supplier response times. Lead time variability and yield loss are accounted for
in this approach. Graves and Willems (1996) also describe an algorithm for optimizing strategic
stock placement in multi-echelon supply chains subject primarily to demand uncertainty.
Given that the heavy influence of supply uncertainty in Spirit Europe's supply chains and the
make-to-order demand environment, we base our optimization models on the assumption of
stochastic supply uncertainty with deterministic demand. We also note that the optimal strategy
for coping with supply uncertainty may be exactly opposite to that for demand uncertainty
(Snyder, 2006). For example, supply uncertainty gains from having multiple, decentralized
stocking locations, which is the opposite of the classical risk-pooling approach under demand
uncertainty (Synder and Shen, 2006). We incorporate demand uncertainty only when deemed
potentially significant.
Our inventory models leverage heavily on recent research on supply uncertainty. Park (2000)
describes a method for strategic inventory placement under high variance of supply and
propagation of that variance downstream. Bollapragada, et al, (2003) model a two-echelon
environment that explicitly incorporates both demand and supply uncertainty to ensure a desired
service level while minimizing inventory investment. Schmitt and Snyder (2007) describe an
infinite-horizon model for inventory control under yield uncertainty and disruption, since single-
period models underestimate the risk of supply disruptions and do not generate optimal solutions.
We note that it is important to decouple recurrent risk and disruption risk when planning for
appropriate risk mitigation strategies (Schmitt, et al, 2007; Chopra, et al, 2007). Recurrent risk
refers to continuous sources of supply risk like stochastic yield while disruption risk refers to risk
of a discrete event like a hurricane disaster. In this section, we focus primarily on recurrent
supply risk and discuss briefly how to integrate disruption into our model if appropriate. We
leave the primary treatment of disruption risk to Section 8: Business Continuity Planning. This
is because inventory mitigation is not the only option, and often not the optimal option, to
mitigate supply disruptions.
While recent research describes various multi-echelon, strategic placement inventory models to
account for both demand and supply uncertainty, given the relative lack of systematic
measurement and management of supply uncertainty factors in Spirit Europe's supply chain, we
propose a deconstructed approach to the analysis instead. While this approach may not lead to a
fully optimal solution, we believe it is illustrative to identify the factors driving the uncertainty
and highlight areas for operational improvement at each inventory location, and still provide
appropriate inventory models to optimize buffer sizing. Once operational improvement and
stability within the supply chain is achieved, more aggressive strategic inventory placement
techniques and software can be used to further optimize inventory across the multi-echelon
supply chain.
7.2.6 Deconstructed Approach to Inventory Analysis and Optimization
In order to analyze opportunities to optimize inventory, a deconstructed approach is employed as
it provides operational clarity on what risk factors and sources of uncertainty are being mitigated
at each inventory location of a global supply chain. These factors can then be measured and used
as inputs into customized inventory models in order to size the required safety stock to mitigate
the associated risks. The models can also be used to model reduction of safety stock levels when
corresponding reduction in uncertainty of risk factors are achieved. The global supply chain in
Figure 31 is once again used as a case study to demonstrate the application of this approach.
Material Parts Spirit CustomerStockist Supplier X Assembly
US Indonesia UK UK
Figure 31: Case Study Global Supply Chain
The numbers used as assumptions and in the following sections are simplified or disguised data.
The following assumptions are made for the supply chain above:
* Shipment modes from US to Indonesia and Indonesia to UK are both via sea freight and
average 10 weeks lead time.
* Shipment to customer is via truck with 1 day lead time.
* Inventory at Location 1 consists of an average 5 weeks of cycle stock and 2 weeks of safety
stock.
* Location 2 is targeted to hold 2 weeks of contractual semi-finished goods inventory (SFGI).
* Location 3 has a policy of 2 weeks of incoming safety stock.
* Location 4 is targeted to hold 1 week of contractual finished goods inventory (FGI).
Location 1: Supplier Incoming Materials Inventory
This inventory of aluminum sheets and billets comprises an average of 5 weeks of cycle stock
created by a 10-week reorder period and 2 weeks of safety stock. Figure 32 depicts this
graphically. In addition, a lead time of 10 weeks is assumed, resulting in 10 weeks of pipeline
inventory.
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Figure 32: Re-order Pattern with Cycle and Safety Stock
Implicit in the 10 week lead time is a buffer of 2-3 weeks since the actual lead times are expected
to be around 7 weeks. For simplicity, we shall ignore this in our case study. While this level of
buffer was likely to have been appropriate during the start-up phases of a new, far-east supplier,
the main reason it is still in place is due to a lack of focus focus and visibility on improving the
factors that drove the initial need. There are two opportunities for optimization of this inventory:
i) using Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) to optimize the 10-week order period, and ii) using
inventory model to optimize the 2-week buffer size.
i) EOO
Make-to-order manufacturers that have repeated orders of the same part numbers and where
demand is relatively stable should consider using EOQ to determine the most cost effective
quantity to order in place of traditional rules-of-thumb (Piasecki, 2006). The basic EOQ formula
is:
EOQ = r2xK (4)
where d is the annual demand in units, K is the cost per order, and h is the annual holding cost
per equivalent material unit.
While the formula itself is simple, the biggest pitfall in its application lies in obtaining correct
data inputs that accurately represent the operations and associated costs, in particular the order
cost which is the sum of the fixed costs that are incurred each time an order is placed. In Spirit
Europe's case, application of EOQ is further complicated by the large number of line items, each
with a different order schedule due to the variance in inventory positions as explained earlier in
Section 7.1: Bullwhip Effect in Materials Supply Chain, the desire to reduce sea freight costs by
consolidating shipments into full containers and to account for optimum manufacturing batch
sizes. Also, it may not be easy to directly translate component demand to material demand since
material part numbers may be shared between various components and the amount of material
needed for each component varies.
Complications aside, the following is a representative example (data is disguised) of the results
of an EOQ application for one part number. Incremental freight costs due to partially full
containers caused by more frequent shipments are included in the order cost. For this case study,
the order cost is biased towards the freight cost as labor hour costs for order processing,
receiving and inspection is significantly lower in Indonesia. The holding cost used is Spirit
Europe's cost of capital. Piasecki (2006) provides a comprehensive description of considerations
in deriving accurate cost numbers.
d = 350 units per year, K = $2,300 per order, h = 15% per year x $10,000 unit cost
2x 350 x 2300
EOQ = = 32.8 Number of orders per year = 350 / 32.8 = 10.7
0.15x10000
Re-order period = 52 weeks per year / 10.7 orders per year = 5 weeks, compared to the current
10 weeks. In this example, considering order and average inventory costs for both scenarios,
using the EOQ model provides potential savings of only -$15,000.
In practice, while applying EOQ for free-issued suppliers is possible, the complications referred
to above are very real and the ROI of pursuing this option needs to be evaluated carefully. It is
likely to be more feasible in situations where there are a low number of line items produced, low
freight costs and relatively high raw material value.
ii) Inventory Model for Safety Stock
Safety stock at this location is used to mitigate supply uncertainty in terms of 1) shortages, 2)
material quality, and 3) freight lead time. Shortages occur when the material ordered is out-of-
stock at the materials service provider or stockist. Variability in supply also occurs when
incoming material needs to be rejected due to poor quality e.g. scratches on metal sheets, or
when a wrong part number is delivered instead. Lastly, variability in shipment lead times
especially for sea freight can be significant. Figure 33 shows the actual performance trend of
these three factors for our case study.
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Figure 33: Performance Trends for Shortages, Material Reject Rate and Shipment Lead Time
As discussed in Section 7.1.2: Managing the Bullwhip Effect, the shortage rate is systematically
improving, but significant focus need to be placed on material quality and lead time. The high
variability observed is due in large part to the lack of clear ownership upstream of Spirit Europe
as discussed in Section 5.2: Organizational Focus. Since Spirit Europe does not have a Materials
Quality role, a lack of operational focus contributes to a high delta in material service provider
performance with rejection rates ranging from 0% to 17%, and averaging 8% in 2007. Similarly,
since the Logistics department is heavily focused on internal operations, the lead time of material
delivery by sea freight from UK to Indonesia varies significantly. At the same time, the lead
time of components, also via sea, from Indonesia back to the UK has been consistently ahead of
schedule, primarily due to the focus put in by the internal team. These sources of supply
uncertainty have led to a naturally conservative bias by the supplier to hold high buffer levels,
especially if they are not paying for the inventory.
We proceed to derive an inventory model for this location. As discussed above, there are two
major sources of supply uncertainty, SU - lead time, LT and yield, Y. Kruger (1997) derives the
standard deviation of two random variables as
as = tTX ' +' 22  (5)
SXU. +U XOT L(5)
where asu is the standard deviation of supply uncertainty, JLr is the average sea freight lead time,
ay2 is the variance of the difference between the requested quantity and actual quantity after
rejection, pr is the average quantity delivered and aLT is the variance of the difference between
the date requested and the date received.
Schmitt (2007) provide an expression for sizing safety stock, SS under supply uncertainty using
the newsboy fractile.
SS =--oS xir14-j (6)Co + CU (6)
where Co is the overage cost per unit per period and Cu is the underage or shortage cost per unit
per period which makes up the newsboy fractile in the parenthesis. In this case, we take Co as
the holding cost and C, as the cost to use air freight to expedite the material to the supplier. D-1
can be computed in MS Excel@ using normsinv (p) which returns the inverse of the standard
normal cumulative distribution for the newsboy fractile, p. Typically Co < Cu, so cD-1(p) returns
a negative value.
While this model provides optimized buffer sizes under uncertainty,
should be to drive the uncertainty down to negligible levels. This is
particular case since provision of materials is not a complex process
freight lead times can be closely managed to minimize variability.
the focus in this location
very feasible in this
and it has been proven that
Location 2: Supplier SFGI
Spirit Europe contractually requires its suppliers to hold two weeks of SFGI. Most suppliers
comply with this requirement and just aggregate the holding cost into its pricing.
This safety stock is used primarily to buffer against the supplier's internal scrap rate and
manufacturing cycle times that may go out of control and impact shipments to Spirit Europe.
Besides these recurrent supply risks, it also provides some buffer against disruptions in the
supplier's operations like labor disputes, a machine going hard down, or a fire breaking out.
While a supplier's operations typically involve detail parts processing like machining or
fabrication, and assembly, for purpose of simplification we treat them here as a single
manufacturing process.
Figure 34 shows examples of performance trends for assembly scrap rate and cycle time for a
component in our case study.
Figure 34: Performance Trends for Scrap and Cycle Time
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We observe that while the scrap rate is relatively stable, the cycle times exhibit a high level of
variation. Driving suppliers to reduce cycle time and variation can benefit Spirit Europe in two
ways. The first is that Little's Law (Little, 1961) can be applied as:
WIP = Rate x Cycle Time (7)
Hence, for a given output rate, WIP reduces when cycle time is reduced. The second is that
variability in cycle time drives increased requirement for SFGI. Cycle time consistency can be
viewed as a leading indicator for on-time delivery. If cycle times are highly unpredictable, the
only way for a supplier to ensure it meet its schedule commitments is to hold more WIP and
SFGI to buffer against the unpredictability. Thus, by driving its suppliers to control and
subsequently reduce cycle time, Spirit Europe will gain from a reduction in WIP and can reduce
its contractual SFGI requirements.
The same inventory model described in Location 1: Supplier Incoming Materials Inventory
earlier together with equations (5) and (6) can be used to find the optimal buffer size to mitigate
cycle time and scrap rate uncertainty. To apply this model, the scrap rate needs to be converted
into actual supply quantity delivered post-scrap. A representative example from our case study
is provided below with the following assumptions (data is disguised):
Co, overage holding cost = $5 C,, underage air freight expediting cost = $690
[1CT, cycle time mean = 2.4 weeks acT, cycle time standard deviation = 0.9 weeks
py, supply mean = 7.75 sets/week uy, supply standard deviation = 0.46 sets/week
or xaS2 +/2 2. = /2.4x0.462 +7.752 xO.9 2 =7.01 sets
ss = -a Dj-1 C O = -7.01x-2.45 = 17.2 sets
It turns out that the model actually calls for an optimal safety stock that is higher than the current
2 weeks contractual SFGI. This shows that unless cycle time is improved, inventory at this
location cannot be optimized.
Location 3: Spirit Europe Incoming Inventory
There are two time-based incoming safety stock policies in place for components and sub-
assemblies incoming into Spirit Europe. For UK-based suppliers, dock dates are required 1 week
before the scheduled production start date, while for non-UK suppliers it is 2 weeks. Effectively,
this leads to 1 and 2 weeks of safety stock held at this incoming location. This safety stock is
used to mitigate both supply and demand uncertainty. The main factors that influence supply
uncertainty are 1) variability in sea freight lead times and 2) potential disruption due to vessel
mishaps at sea. Demand uncertainty should theoretically not exist, but in reality is influenced by
the following factors: 1) customer requests for spares due to scrap at their end, 2) urgent
schedule pull-in or product mix change, and 3) component scrap during internal assembly.
Unfortunately, aside from the variance in shipment dock dates, most of the above data is
currently not being systematically tracked by Spirit Europe. Figure 35 shows the variance in
lead times which has a trend of coming in ahead of the committed dates due to the focus put in
by the vendor scheduler. We note that this consistent early shipment in fact caused inventory to
pile-up at assembly and the focus has shifted to hitting the scheduled date rather than early
delivery. This effect was also discussed earlier in Section 7.2.2: Inventory Control.
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Figure 35: Performance Trend for Shipment Lead Time
Customer spares orders are handled by the Commercial department and not tracked by individual
supplier. Schedule pull-ins and mix changes occur infrequently enough that a historical trend is
not available. Component scrap rates can be pulled from the quality database by supplier but is
fully owned by the Quality Engineering department. Figure 36 shows the internal scrap rate
trend for a component in our case study.
Figure 36: Performance Trend for Supplier Rejects
Kruger (1997) provides method for adjusting weekly demand numbers for yield loss, where Y is
the fraction of acceptable units assumed to be based on a binomial distribution'. Appendix VII
of Kruger (1997) derives the following approximations for the weekly mean, Do, and variance
SD of the yield adjusted demand, D':
S2 D DD' - 2 2
at), 1U #
where PD is the average weekly demand, a Dis the variance of weekly demand, and Py is the
average weekly yield. Note that the variance of weekly yield ay in this derivation is
approximated by p1 (1 -/y )
1 The binomial distribution applies to the number of acceptable units. Here we consider the fraction of acceptable
units.
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Simchi-Levi, et al, (2003) provides the formula for safety stock inventory, SS under stochastic
lead time and demand as:
SS = z x ( ,, + R )x o, +/oD' ×T (10)
where z is the service level factor which can be computed by using the normsinv (service
level %) function in MS Excel@, UrLT is the average sea freight lead time, R is the reorder
period, and LTr2 is the variance of the difference between the date requested and the date received.
Equations (8), (9) and (10) can be used to identify the optimal buffer size to mitigate the yield,
lead time and demand uncertainty. A representative example from our case study is provided
below with the following assumptions (data is disguised):
/-D, demand mean = 8 sets/week Da, supply standard deviation = 1 sets/week
-ILT, lead time mean = 7 weeks aLT, lead time standard deviation = 0.3 weeks
py, yield mean = 99% R, reorder period = 2 weeks
Z@99% service level = 2.33
lD 8 2 D(- Y) 12 8x(1-.99)pD D8.1 O' = •
vll 0.99 -/- 2 2 *992 .992
SS=- z x (T+R)x× +4'×, X To = 2.33x (7+2)x1.1+.1 .12x0.32 = 9.2 sets
This number turns out to be significantly lower than the current 2 weeks inventory policy in
place. It shows that with good control of shipper lead time performance and relatively low
demand uncertainty, there is an opportunity to reduce inventory significantly by applying
inventory policy based on supplier performance instead of generically. Supply chains that rely
on air freight or trucking milk runs should also benefit greatly due to the inherently more
predictable lead times. We note also that for supply chains where shipment from supplier to
Spirit Europe is by sea freight, there is lower risk of reducing inventory more aggressively at this
location because the option of expediting components via air freight is available should a
shortage arise at Spirit Europe.
The uncertainty not addressed in the model above is supply disruption due to a shipping vessel
mishap. While a more thorough treatment of disruption will be provided in Section 8: Business
Continuity Planning, inventory mitigation is sometimes an option for mitigating disruption risk.
Schmitt (2007) describes a model for disruptions that occur with probability f so the failure
process is a Bernoulli process. This model assumes any failure is indeed within probability f.
The model is as follows:
S*= j*d (11)
wherej* is the smallest j>_1 such that
1- J 2_ (12)C, +Co
S* is the optimal base stock level, d is the period demand, P is the probability of disruption, Co is
the overage cost per unit per period and C, is the underage or shortage cost per unit per period.
We note that S* needs to be solved using line-search techniques. We also note that probability of
disruption can be determined through research of industry reports. For example, an estimate of
the probability of a severe vessel mishap can be approximated from shipping industry reports to
be roughly 0.8%.
Schmitt (2007) also shows that Cu / (C, + Co) is the point at which it becomes optimal to increase
overage risk by holding more inventory to mitigate the higher risk of shortage from disruptions.
Location 4: Spirit FGI
In our case study, customers effectively require Spirit Europe to hold around 1 week of FGI by
contractually requesting Spirit Europe to deliver the Leading and Trailing Edge assemblies to
them 1 week ahead of when they actually need them at the customer's site. These assemblies are
delivered to their plant in the UK via special trucks and transport media.
FGI at this location helps to mitigate supply uncertainty when Spirit Europe is not able to deliver
assemblies on time or if the assemblies have quality issues. Equations (5) and (6) can once again
be used to model the safety stock required based on the assembly cycle time and outgoing reject
rate. If demand uncertainty due to schedule pull-ins is also significant, then equations (8), (9)
and (10) can be used to model the required FGI. In reality, outgoing quality is expected to be
very high at this stage of the process and schedule pull-ins at this late stage are rare. Hence, the
safety stock equation (10) can be simplified to:
SS = z x rr x (13)
A representative example from our case study is provided below with the following assumptions
(data is disguised):
yD, demand mean = 8 sets/week crT, cycle time standard deviation = 0.25 weeks
Z@99.9% service level = 3.1
SS =z x c x fJu = 3.1x 0.25 x [ = 2.2 sets/week
This example shows that with tight control over internal cycle times, much fewer sets are
required for safety stock compared to the current 1 week of demand. Contractual terms can
potentially be negotiated with the customer once a solid on-time delivery track record has been
established in order to share the holding cost savings from reduced contractual FGI requirements.
We note that at this location, the inventory value is at its peak since it is in the form of the final
assembly.
7.2.7 Freight Cost versus Holding Cost Trade-off
Besides optimizing safety stock at inventory locations, Spirit Europe also has opportunities to
optimize costs by analyzing the trade-off between sea and air freight versus inventory holding
cost. Since direct costs of air freight is typically many times sea freight, the tendency is to either
transition from air to sea freight once a offshore supplier is stable, or to start-up directly using
sea freight. However, since the components being outsourced have varying weights, dimensions,
materials value and supplier value-added costs, the inventory holding cost from the additional
weeks of lead time due to sea freighting can often exceed the cost premium of air freighting.
As a rule-of thumb, components or sub-assemblies that consist of high-value material e.g.
titanium, and/or have a very high supplier value-add, and are relatively compact dimensionally
but not extremely heavy, are good candidates for a cost trade-off analysis. Since costs for air
freight is computed using volume-weight metric, size and weight are important variables for a
detailed air freight cost analysis. As part of the research, a detailed cost model was built to
perform the trade-off analysis. Case study analyses of two sub assemblies - an engine pylon
bracket and a flap track beam (see Figure 37) - that fit the rule-of-thumb were performed. The
results showed that both cases had inventory holding costs that exceeded air freight premiums
and as a result were subsequently converted from sea to air freight.
Figure 37: Engine Pylon Bracket and Flap Track Beam
7.3 Summary of Recommendations
Spirit Europe should focus on inventory control and inventory optimization. For inventory
control, they should develop upper control limits of inventory levels and pre-define action plans
to take should these control limits be breached. For inventory optimization, a cross-functional
inventory optimization team should be formed. This team would track both the factors that make
up sources of uncertainty and the inventory safety stock levels at all locations in the supply chain.
By tracking these factors and driving operational stability and improvement of these factors,
inventory models can be used to estimate optimal inventory safety stock requirements for each
location by supplier and by component, instead of relying on generic rule-of-thumb methods.
As an illustration of the potential savings, an estimate of the hypothetical cash freed up from
inventory if we transitioned inventory to the levels recommended by each of the example cases
earlier yielded $1M from just one supplier.
Spirit Europe should also tracking historical data on safety stock levels which can later be used
to validate the models to build confidence in the model i.e. if the model proposes a significantly
less safety stock level, historical data can be checked to see if this lower level would have caused
any issues. Finally, a change management process including appropriate incentives needs to be
put in place in order to overcome organizational inertia to change.
After a good understanding of the inventory requirement drivers at each location is achieved,
software packages like Inventory Analyst@ by iLog can be integrated with the ERP system to
automate inventory optimization across the supply chain. When the performance of the
optimized supply chain is stable, strategic inventory placement models can be utilized to further
reduce inventory holding cost by potentially eliminating inventory at certain locations. Graves
and Willems (1996) provide a methodology to strategically place inventory at only the most
optimal locations based on service level and inventory value.
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8. Lever #4: Business Continuity Planning
While cost avoidance and unlocking value are critical levers for effective value capture, value
should also be protected. For example, if a firm becomes over-reliant on their suppliers, high
supplier power becomes a threat to the firm and value can be lost very quickly if, for example,
supplier suddenly decides to raise prices unilaterally or the quality of product delivered decreases
dramatically. These situations can be particularly acute for the firm if the supplier is a single-
source supplier which leads to a situation where the firm loses business negotiation leverage. In
such cases, the supplier may threaten disruption of supply unless the firm acquiesces to its
demands. With this consideration and coupled with the increasing reliance on outsourced global
supply chains, it is to the firm's strategic advantage to proactively assess supplier risk from a
business continuity standpoint.
Besides risks from high supplier power, firms also face risks from disruptions to their operations
and/or supply chains. These disruptions can take the form of a natural disaster like a flood,
hurricane or earthquake, a supplier faces bankruptcy, a factory that catches on fire, a labor strike
in the plant or at the port, political unrest, freight vessel mishap, or the threat of terrorist attacks.
Such disruptions can occur at any time, in any form, with unknow'n magnitude of severity,
longevity and impact. As such, firms should adopt proactive business continuity planning (BCP)
as a core business practice to ensure that the firm can continue to operate its core businesses
during disruptions. Business continuity is an on-going process that focuses on risk mitigation,
emergency preparedness and business recovery.
BCP typically covers risk assessment, risk mitigation, self-assessments and drills for all aspects
of a business that are deemed critical to sustain on-going operations. In order to highlight the
key concepts with a case study, we limit the scope of this section to addressing the specific
threats of high supplier power and disruptions that lead to inability of suppliers to produce or
deliver critical products. The concepts and ideas discussed here can be easily extended to a more
comprehensive treatment of the entire supply chain including Spirit Europe's own internal
assembly operations. In the following sections, we discuss a firm's sourcing strategy as it relates
to supplier power and what BCP tools and risk mitigation options are available to manage the
risk of disruption by both supplier power and supply interruption.
8.1 Sourcing Strategy
Among the myriad considerations a firm needs to take into account in its sourcing strategy, three
of them are particularly crucial in understanding the dynamics of supplier power: 1) the number
of total suppliers, 2) the number of suppliers for each outsourced component, and 3) the structure
of the supplier relationships. We discuss each of these as it applies to Spirit Europe.
8.1.1 Total Number of Suppliers
Spirit Europe subscribes to this approach and has limited its supply base to a small number of
strategic suppliers. Historically, procurement doctrine implied procuring components at the
lower possible price. Component designs were put out to bid to multiple competing suppliers
and the lowest priced bid typically won, resulting in a non-collaborative relationship between the
buyer-supplier and the need to manage many suppliers. Since the 1990s, research into Japanese
and Lean manufacturing practices has overturned this conventional wisdom.
Modem supplier management theory prescribes engaging with a small number of suppliers with
which more interactive and collaborative partnerships are developed (Beckman and Rosenfield,
2007). Some of the advantages of such an approach include lower supplier management costs,
stronger supplier relationships and focus, better overall capability to develop suppliers, exchange
information and manage performance.
8.1.2 Number of Suppliers for Each Outsourced Component
Spirit Europe's sourcing strategy is to single-source 100% of its components while multi-
sourcing its materials providers. Firms face a strategic question of whether to outsource a
particular component to a single supplier or multiple suppliers. This question involves many
complex considerations without a straightforward answer. While it might seem obvious that just
contracting with a single supplier is inherently risky, akin to "putting all your eggs in one basket",
there are circumstances where it might make sense despite the risks involved. One strategic
reason is to lock-in a sense of "vendor co-destiny" in making the relationship successful.
Depending on the criticality of the items being sourced, the firm might then want to consider
business continuity planning for risk mitigation in such a situation.
Beckman and Rosenfield (2007) describe some of the factors to consider when deciding between
single or multi-sourcing. Among others, these include: uniqueness of the sourced item, viability
and reliability of supplier from a financial, quality and delivery standpoint, percentage of total
business with the supplier, pace of technological change and competitiveness of the market.
Appendix I provides an example of a scoring matrix template that a firm might use to objectively
make its decision.
8.1.3 Structure of Supplier Relationships
Beckman and Rosenfield (2007) describe a spectrum of possible options from which a firm
might choose to structure its supplier relationships, progressing from an arm's-length
relationship to full ownership of an activity or process as the desire for vertical integration
increases. Table 9 shows this spectrum as it moves towards greater vertical integration.
Type of Relationship Description
Arm's-length relationships Traditional, cost-based, free-market, short-
duration, purchase-order-driven relationships
Modified vendor relationships Value-added services (e.g. vendor managed
inventories)
Long-term contracts Long-term supply contracts
Nonequity-based collaboration - R&D consortia (e.g., Sematech)
- Cross-marketing agreements
- Cross-production agreements
- Joint purchasing activities
Minority equity investments Invest in supplier
Licensing arrangements Provide license to supplier in technology that hosts
firm develops, but in which it wants to limit
investments
Investment integration Coordinate joint investments
Joint ventures or strategic Allow firms to exchange certain goods, services,
alliances information, or expertise while maintaining a
formal trade relationship on others
Asset ownership Host firm retains ownership for critical assets in
adjacent stages of the industry chain but contracts
out all other aspects of ownership and control
Full ownership Host firm fully owns activity
Table 9: Supplier Relationship Spectrum (adapted from Beckman and Rosenfield, 2007)
Firms like Spirit Europe that seek a more collaborative and coordinated partnership with a
supplier than implied by an arm's length relationship can engage in long-term contracts to signal
the firm's commitment to investing in the relationship without actual equity investment. This
type of long-term commitment can be further analyzed using the framework of a relational
contract. This framework provides a more structured understanding of supplier relationships as
opposed to merely prescribing "build trust" as success factor.
8.2 Relational Contracts and Supplier Power
Baker, et al, (2002) define relational contracts as informal agreements sustained by the value of
future relationships and are typically implicit factors in the long-term success of formal contracts.
An ideal formal contract must be specified ahead of time in very specific and detailed terms that
can be verified subsequently by a neutral third party. In practice, a formal contract is unable to
account for every possible change in environment, situation or behavior and spell out every
expectation in detail if such changes were to occur. Firms rely on relational contracts to cater for
these eventualities. An anecdote from a Spirit Europe buyer attests to this reality: "The
relationship with a supplier should be such that after the formal contract is signed, we should be
able to put the contract into a drawer and never have to refer to it again."
In contrast, relational contracts within and between firms help circumvent problems in formal
contracting by allowing the contracting parties to use their detailed knowledge of their specific
situation and to adapt to new information as it becomes available. As such, relational contracts
are based on outcomes that are observed only by the contracting parties after the fact, and on
outcomes that are prohibitively costly to specify in every detail up-front. Hence, relational
contracts cannot be enforced by a third party and as such must be self-enforcing i.e. the value of
the future relationship must be sufficiently large that neither party wishes to renege.
In relational contracts, parties have a decision to make i.e. either to: 1) patiently cooperate (C)
and enjoy the related benefits, or 2) to defect (D) and face the consequences of punishment (P)
by the other party. This decision can be represented graphically in Figure 38. In this figure, the
value of cooperation in each time period is represented by C and the value of defection in a
single period is represented by D, followed by punishment with smaller payoff value of P in
subsequent time periods.
Payoff ($)
Defection (D)
Punishment (P)
Doorperation (C)
Time
Figure 38: Graphical Representation of a Relational Contract
The strategies for each party can be analyzed in terms of the Nash equilibrium theory in an
infinitely repeated game (as opposed to a one-time game). Cooperation is prone to defection but
defection usually comes with some form of punishment. The potential defector must thus weigh
the present value of continued cooperation against the short-term gain from defection followed
by the long-term loss due to punishment (Gibbons, 2007). Gibbons (2007) also describes the
trade-off in an infinitely repeated game as represented by the inequality:
1+ 1 x C> D+- (14)
r) r
where r is the discount rate. The Nash equilibrium predicts that if the players are sufficiently
patient, then it is optimal to cooperate by foregoing the short-term temptation i.e. D - C in one
period, for the longer-term gain i.e. C - P for a long time (Gibbons, 2007). For simplicity, if we
assume the effects of the time value of money and associated discount rate, r is negligible then
the inequality can be simplified to
Cxt>D+Pxt (15)
which also accounts for the time element of a long-term contractual relationship where t is the
timeframe. Thus, for a firm engaged in a long-term formal contract with a supplier and would
like to strengthen its likelihood of success, i.e. avoid defection by its supplier that can put the
formal contract into fractious dispute, it can influence the payoffs for cooperation by: increasing
the contractual period t, maximizing the value of cooperation C, minimizing the benefit of
defection D, and/or increasing the severity of punishment P. We note that high supplier power
arises when for a given C and t, the D is very high and/or the P is not sufficiently severe.
As an example, assume a situation where the formally contracted price later turns out to be
unsustainably low from the supplier's perspective for various reasons - perhaps costs of labor or
materials or process complexity increased unexpectedly, they mis-estimated their actual
production costs, they mis-interpreted customer requirements, or they priced too low believing C
would increase in the future with incremental new business. This makes the temptation and
payoff from defecting D very high relative to C, especially if they are unable to earn a
sustainable margin moving forward.
Moreover, if the supplier is a single-source and not very reliant on Spirit Europe for a majority of
their revenues, then there is very little in terms of P that Spirit Europe can directly impose. The
resulting relational contract graph is shown in Figure 39 which shows the area D - C to be much
greater than the area C - P. Thus, the model predicts that as time goes by, the supplier will
defect by holding up Spirit Europe e.g. by unilaterally raising prices to increase C and
threatening production stoppage if not agreed to. In an extreme case, the supplier might even
request that work be transferred out of their factory. Anecdotal evidence suggests that there are
indeed cases of defection by Spirit Europe's suppliers in the recent past.
Payoff ($)
Defection (D)
Punishment (P) .oorperation (C)
Time
Figure 39: Unsustainable Relational Contract
In order to mitigate high supplier power risks, the framework of a relational contract can be used
to reduce the probability of defection by suppliers, hence protecting the value that was captured
through the formal contracting process. Since we are discussing a long-term contractual
relationship, we assume t is sufficiently meaningful in the context of inequality equation (15). C
is generally measured by the value of the contract which includes pricing that result in a healthy
margin for both the supplier and Spirit Europe. It is thus crucial that a fair price be accepted by
Spirit Europe during pricing negotiations to avoid D being too tempting right at the outset. In
fact, if a supplier prices unbelievably low, Spirit Europe should pro-actively probe to see whether
the low quote was based on a superior process or capability, or whether the supplier mis-
understood the technical requirements or their cost structure.
The definition of value should also encompass value gained from receiving high quality parts
with very reliable on-time delivery. This is particularly important as incentives for procurement
personnel are typically driven primarily by purchase price. As a comparison, Toyota manages its
suppliers by ensuring that they achieve a healthy margin in order to lock-in their long-term
commitment to the partnership (Liker, 2003). Toyota expects suppliers to give it low prices
because they have low costs and not because they are willing to lose money by doing business
with Toyota. Squeezing price for short-term profit would be akin to "killing the goose that lays
the golden egg". When suppliers trust Toyota's intentions, they put more effort into building
"golden eggs" for Toyota which is a powerful virtuous cycle (Fine, 2008).
C can also be improved as a reward for performance by increasing the level of business with the
supplier (providing they plan to grow in a controlled manner). The "carrot" of new business can
also be used as a "stick" to make P perceived to be larger than it is even with a long-term
contract. An example is when suppliers who are not performing are warned that they could be
removed from Spirit Europe's bid lists for new business or Approved Supplier List, potentially
even at the Spirit Inc. level. The resulting relational contract might then look like Figure 40
which predicts a lower probability of defection compared to Figure 39 and encourages continued
cooperation by both parties despite a high supplier power and single-sourced environment. As
discussed in Section 6.6: Supplier Quality, Spirit Europe can also increase C and overall trust in
the cooperative environment by providing technical support to resolve supplier quality issues
when the situation warrants.
Payoff ($)
Defection (D)
Punishment (P)
Coorperation (C)
Time
Figure 40: Highly Sustainable Relational Contract
Now that we have understood the implications of Spirit Europe's long-term contract sourcing
strategy, we proceed to analyze whether or not this relationship structure is optimal. Table 10
from Beckman and Rosenfield (2007) provides a framework for matching relationship types with
supplier types.
Item Purchased in Low Volume Item Purchased in High Volume
Item Being Sourced Is Bottleneck Suppliers Critical Strategic Suppliers
Critical to the Firm Non equity-based collaboration Investment integration
Minority equity investments Joint ventures / Strategic alliances
Asset ownership / Own factory
Item Being Sourced Is Not Non-critical Suppliers Leverage Suppliers
Critical to the Firm Arm's length Modified vendor contracts
Modified vendor contracts Long-term contracts
Table 10: Supplier Relationship Matrix (adapted from Beckman and Rosenfield, 2007)
The choice of relationship here depends on the criticality of item being sourced and the volume
purchased. In Spirit Europe's context, most of its suppliers fall into the category of Critical
Strategic Suppliers as the items sourced are critical components for its final assembly operations
and are purchased in relatively high volumes from the perspective of the aerospace industry.
Moreover, its suppliers are single sourced and work is not easily transferred to an alternative
supplier due to cost and/or complexity. For such situations the framework recommends a
relationship at the "full ownership" end of the relationship spectrum in Table 9, like investment
integration, joint ventures, strategic alliances and asset ownership.
Some examples of recent movement in this direction by Spirit Europe include the setting up of
new wholly-owned operations in Malaysia to enable offshoring work in lower cost countries
without having to outsource, and a joint-venture agreement with a new partner in India. Spirit
Europe also invests in embedding Supplier Operations Managers on-site into key suppliers to
help manage relations and improve operations. The above framework would suggest structuring
even more of its relationships along these lines considering the criticality and volume of items
sourced. We also note that while Spirit Europe is careful to maintain physical asset ownership of
some jigs and tooling, over time they tend to lose ownership of intellectual property (IP) assets in
terms of process knowledge of the outsourced components and sub-assemblies. This trend also
contributes to an increase in supplier power as Spirit Europe becomes increasingly reliant on
suppliers for best practices and tacit process expertise on how to manufacture and assemble their
components, making work transfer out of an existing supplier a very risky proposition.
8.3 BCP Matrix
Despite its exposure to supplier power and supply disruption risks, Spirit Europe does not have
an active business continuity plan. For simplicity, we group the two elements of risks under a
generic category of 'disruption risk'. During interviews with various procurement and supply
chain employees, we found that their ability to manage suppliers was constrained by strict
adherence to their single-source, long-term contracts sourcing strategy described earlier and the
prevailing conventional wisdom that it would be too costly and too complex to consider any
serious form of risk mitigation.
However, when questions were asked on whether a risk profile existed for suppliers and whether
all outsourced work packages were costly or hard to move, there seemed to be an opportunity to
gain a better understanding of risk in the supply base and tailor mitigation plans accordingly.
We developed the BCP Matrix shown in Figure 41 to facilitate this understanding and act as a
guide as to where to focus BCP and contingency efforts.
In Figure 41, the y-axis represents a "supplier's risk profile", ranging from high to low. The x-
axis represents the "difficulty to transfer" a particular work package to an alternative supplier,
ranging from easy to hard. An assessment template was developed to objectively score each
work package and supplier. The supplier risk profile can be measured using an aggregate of four
categories of risks: 1) geo-political, 2) operational (which includes quality and delivery), 3)
financial and commercial, and 4) capacity versus desired rate.
Supplier
Risk
High
Low
High Risk - High Risk -
Consider de- High Supplier
risking supplier Power, activate BCP
risks
Low Risk - Medium Risk -
Normal perf Consider de-risking
management transfer risks
Difficulty toEasy Hard Transfer
Figure 41: BCP Matrix Definition
Then each category is scored using a product of the likelihood of occurrence and severity of
impact. A high risk rating would be assigned if any of the categories was deemed high risk, or if
the aggregate score exceeded a threshold. The "difficulty to transfer" scoring can be based on
categories such as whether IP assets like tooling design, process expertise and complete bill of
materials (BOM) were available in-house, whether alternate suppliers with capability and
capacity existed, and lead time to move work based on complexity of component and familiarity
with the receiving supplier. For this case, cost is not included as a consideration in the scoring
the matrix, but is accounted for as part of the action plans and outcomes from the analysis.
Referring to Figure 41, the bottom-left quadrant represents the ideal state of "low risk" supplier
relationships from a firm's perspective where supplier risk is low and the work package can be
moved easily if needed. Normal supplier management practices should be used for suppliers that
fall in this quadrant. The bottom-right quadrant represents "medium risk" supplier relationships
where supplier risk is low, but it is hard to move work out of the supplier perhaps due to low IP
asset ownership of a very complex component with tooling too expensive to have redundancy. If
the supplier risk score starts to trend towards the upper quadrant, the firm should consider
proactive steps to mitigate the transfer risk, or help improve their risk profile.
The top-left quadrant represents "high-risk" suppliers whose risk is mitigated by the fact that the
work package can be more easily transferred out to an alternate supplier should the need arise.
The focus here should be on working to de-risk the supplier. The top-right quadrant represents
suppliers who are "very high risk" as they could exercise their supplier power, or be unable to
de-risk their own situation. In either case, the firm should seriously assess the risks and consider
activating actions prescribed in their business continuity plan.
In general, the BCP Matrix can provide a quick snapshot of risk density in the supply chain and
where management focus should be targeted. Figure 42 provides an example of this.
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Figure 42: Snapshot of BCP Matrix with Supplier Evaluations Completed
Due to Spirit Europe's aggressive low-cost region outsourcing strategy, by design it has signed
on to working with higher risk suppliers. Nevertheless, if a majority of suppliers show up in the
upper-right quadrant, then the focus should be to progressively and systematically transition
suppliers to other lower risk quadrants, or to ensure solid business continuity plans are in place to
react should a disruption occur. With the BCP analysis completed, the outcome should be to
actively de-risk the identified high risk areas with risk mitigation actions.
8.4 Risk Mitigation Options
Kleindorfer (2005) provides a set of ten principles for disruption risk management and the sixth
principle states "establishing back-up systems, contingency plans and maintaining reasonable
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slack, can increase the level of readiness in managing risk". He also states that extreme leanness
may result in increasing vulnerability of the supply chain to disruptions. Deciding on the balance
between cost efficiency through lean supply chains and supply chain resilience to disruption is a
strategic choice that should be reviewed by a cross-functional team and approved by
management.
When discussing risk mitigation with Spirit Europe's procurement team, it seemed that the
primary alternate they brought up to mitigate risks of single-sourcing was to dual-source but
thought that it was too costly an option to consider. On the other hand, the supply chain
operations team seemed to want to consider dual-sourcing as a way to avoid disruptions to the
internal assembly operations. We reiterate that there is no simple answer since it is a business
decision between the level of risk tolerance versus the willingness to invest in risk mitigation.
Nevertheless, it is informative to develop a spectrum of available options as there may be
opportunities with cheaper options and/or critical components where the default policy of risk
acceptance is less desirable. Later, we briefly introduce literature that provides potential optimal
strategies based on modeling.
If the primary risk is due to a supplier located in a geographically unstable region, a firm might
consider insuring against natural disaster. Unfortunately, while protecting against financial loss,
this option does not address resumption of supply. A firm might also source from a supplier who
has similar plants in different countries such that if one plant were to be impacted, production
could be brought up at the other plant. This provides the benefit of risk mitigation without the
cost of dual-sourcing. If a high-value, critical component requires small tolerances, and faced
with a supplier who is threatening hold-up, capacity-limited or financially risky, dual-sourcing
might be the right option.
Another option is to secure capacity at a more reliable but expensive supplier by purchasing
capacity reservation contracts with the supplier such that capacity is available if a disruption
occurs at the unreliable supplier (Serel, 2007). If the concern is short-term disruptions due to
equipment downtime or freight mishaps, options to consider include changing freight mode to air
freighting, manufacturing in-house temporarily and using buffer inventory. Recall that equations
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(11) and (12) provide a method to compute the optimal buffer level for disruption mitigation. If
the disruption risk is due to a tight capacity situation or financial distress, options include
removal from bid lists for future business and capital injection up to acquisition. Reserving or
requesting flex capacity from an existing supplier can also help to mitigate risks of disruption
due to equipment performance, quality excursion or freight damage. Volume flexibility provides
a viable alternative to inventory mitigation in managing supply-side disruptions and was
identified in survey conducted in 2002 as a key area for operational improvement (Tomlin, 2006).
Besides supplier disruption risk mitigation, "difficulty to transfer" risks can also be mitigated.
From the technical perspective, if IP ownership is a key risk, steps can be taken to ensure that
tooling designs, complete BOM information and tacit process knowledge are obtained
proactively. Transfer resources can be provisionally identified, transfer risk evaluations can be
performed and long lead time items can be pre-purchased in order to further reduce the difficulty
of transferring work. Similarly, from the commercial perspective, alternative capable suppliers
can be pre-identified, management can be briefed and initial RFQs can be reviewed.
Table 11 summarizes a comprehensive list of options that can be considered which is by no
means exhaustive.
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Commercial/Financial (C), Operational (0) or Disruption (D) risks
Supplier Risk Mitigation Option Applicability
Insurance (C, D)
Cash infusion / Acquisition (C)
Burst / reserve / flex capacity at supplier (O, D)
Dual sourcing (HC or LC region) (C, O, D)
Dual location sourcing (0, D)
Alternate new supplier (HC or LC region) (C, O)
Back-up reliable/known supplier (C, O, D)
Inventory mitigation (O, D)
Change freight mode (Air vs Sea) (O, D)
Spirit Inc / Convert Devt Lab (O, D)
Do it in-house in Prestwick (C, D)
Remove from future Bid Lists / ASL (C, O)
Technical Transfer Risk Mitigation Options
Ensure 100% tooling / jig designs available
Ensure 100% BOMs available
Alternative capable suppliers identified
Technical and Capacity feasibilities pre-assessed
Technical risk evaluations performed
Transfer resources provisionally identified
Pre-purchase spare jigs
Commercial Transfer Risk Mitigation Options
Brief management
Request RFPs to potential suppliers
Pricing range understood
Initiate preliminary "negotiations"
Ensure supplier has contingency plans in place (e.g. contract)
Table 11: BCP Risk Mitigation Option List
Tomlin (2006) introduces various mitigation and contingency strategies for managing supply
chain disruption risks and provides models to select the optimal strategy under different
scenarios. His research finds that a supplier's uptime percentage and the expected disruption
length (frequent and short versus rare but long) are key determinants of the optimal strategy.
The strategies consider the case where there is a reliable supplier, R and an unreliable supplier, U.
Possible strategies include passive acceptance, sourcing solely from R, inventory mitigation,
contingent re-routing and mixed strategies involving both R and U (Tomlin, 2006). For
illustration purposes, Figure 43 from Tomlin (2006) shows the output of one model and the
boundaries of each optimal strategy. The example is for the case where the reliable source, R has
instantaneous and infinitely-flexible capacity and R charges 2.5x more for the flexible capacity
(utilized when U is disrupted). The application of such models to Spirit Europe's supply chains
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could help determine the optimal BCP contingencies based on the nature of each supplier and
expected disruption risk.
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Figure 43: Sample Optimal Disruption Management Strategies
Sourcing Mitigation, SM
Acceptance, A
Inventory Mitigation, IM
Contingent Rerouting, CR
Source from R exclusively
Source from U exclusively without any inventory
Source from U exclusively, but carry buffer inventory to
mitigate disruptions to U
Source from U when it is up without any inventory; when U is
disrupted, re-route to R at a cost of 2.5x normal price
8.5 Summary of Recommendations
In order to protect value that has been created and captured, high supplier power and supply
disruptions risks need to be addressed. In the context of Spirit Europe's supply chain, single-
sourced suppliers with long-term contracts are used to structure supplier relationships. This
structure is vulnerable to supplier power and disruption risks. In order to address supplier power,
the framework of a relational contract can be useful to predict defection by a supplier and
recommendations were provided to increase the likelihood of cooperation. In terms of disruption,
a BCP Matrix and an assessment template can be used to identify areas of high risk within a
supplier base. Risk mitigation options can then be deployed to address these areas of risk.
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9. Conclusion
Manufacturers have responded to intensifying competition and globalization by outsourcing and
offshoring a majority of their value-add. This value creation strategy increases significantly the
risk and complexity of value capture in the supply chain due to the challenges of geographical
dispersion, disaggregation and supply reliability. Symptoms of these challenges were evident in
Spirit Europe's supply chains and are impacting the business unit's profitability. Materials
supply was unstable and costly, inventory levels were high across the supply chain, supplier
quality was an issue and projects were experiencing significant cost overruns.
A Value Capture framework was introduced to enable more effective value capture in outsourced
supply chains by focusing on four proposed levers. These levers were identified from a SWOT
analysis of Spirit Europe's supply chain and by referencing procurement and supply chain
capability maturity models. The four levers are: 1) organizational structure, 2) integrated
supplier management processes, 3) supply chain integration and operational excellence, and 4)
business continuity planning. Spirit Europe's supply chain for its Airbus single-aisle product
line was used as a case study to analyze the applicability and effectiveness of the framework.
Applying the first lever of organizational effectiveness, we find that the current ownership of the
supply chain in Spirit Europe is fragmented and report into various functional departments. We
identified two issues that contribute to a non-optimal supply chain performance: organizational
integration and organizational focus. To overcome these issues, it was recommended that Spirit
Europe implement a value-stream owner accountable for the entire supply chain of a product line.
This supply chain integrator would form cross-functional teams that would formally meet to
drive towards pre-defined business objectives, with aligned incentives to optimize cost and
service levels across the supply chain. Support functions like HR, IT and Finance would also
align their resources to support these so-called X-teams.
The second lever focuses on avoiding cost of failure by improving the business processes for
managing suppliers. Spirit Europe experienced problems with cost overruns and persistent fire-
fighting to resolve issues in the supply chain. Since supplier management involves various
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processes, a supplier life cycle model coined the 'PEPSI' model (for Pick, Enable, Perform,
Sustain and Improve) was introduced to guide the analysis. A systematic assessment of the
processes at each stage of the PEPSI life cycle was performed and we found five key areas for
improvement: a culture of process discipline, proper upfront resourcing, process improvement,
appropriate metrics and focus on supplier quality. A focus on improving these areas is in
progress at Spirit Europe and is expected to reduce the incidence of cost overruns and fire-
fighting.
The third lever is used to unlock value through better supply chain integration and operational
excellence. Despite a stable demand profile and a make-to-order environment, Spirit Europe's
supply chain experiences the bullwhip effect, particularly in materials supply leading to high
costs due to air expedites and spot buying. Techniques were introduced to better integrate Spirit
Europe, the supplier and the material stockist which helped to reduce stockouts to zero and
reduce the amplification ratio from 11.3x to 1.7x. We also found that traditional bullwhip root-
causes do not tell the whole story here and introduce three exogenous factors that impact Spirit
Europe's materials supply bullwhip effect: work transfers, quality issues and engineering change.
Variability in Spirit Europe's supply chain is characterized mainly by supply uncertainty. At
each inventory location, various forms of supply uncertainty like defect rate, lead time and yield
drive the need for inventory at each location, leading to high levels of inventory throughout the
supply chain. Inventory control procedures like upper control limits need to be put in place to
manage inventory to planned levels. While strategic inventory placement models may help
optimize costs by eliminating inventory at certain locations, they do not drive underlying
operational improvements. A deconstructed approach is used to analyze the operational
indicators driving the need for inventory at each inventory location and to focus on improving
those indicators. Inventory models were also introduced to provide an optimum buffer size at
each location given the existing uncertainty, instead of relying on generic rule-of-thumb methods.
The fourth lever calls for protecting value through proactive business continuity planning (BCP).
Two areas of risk identified are supply disruptions and high supplier power due to the single-
sourcing and long-term contractual arrangements. Anecdotal evidence indicates that some
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suppliers have started to unilaterally request for price increases. Supplier relationships were
analyzed through the framework of relational contracts and the context of Spirit Europe's
sourcing strategy in order to structure the most optimal supplier relationships for long-term
success. A BCP Matrix was introduced to guide the need for BCP action based on supplier risk
and difficulty to transfer work from that supplier. Various risk mitigation options that can be
applied as contingency plans were also explored.
In conclusion, we find that the Value Capture framework is very useful for analyzing the root
causes of supply chain issues that are impacting value capture and profitability. While the
framework does not prescribe preset solutions to solve those issues, our case study has
demonstrated that when augmented with best practices and new tools introduced in this thesis,
the framework enables a systematic analysis of the myriad issues facing a supply chain and
provides links for each lever to the bottomline. We believe that this framework is applicable to
supply chains in other industries and can be further improved upon by refining the tools to be
used for each lever and by adding other relevant levers that may be important to a particular firm
or industry. The next section discusses future work that can extend this framework.
9.1 Future Work
Further research can be done to extend the Value Capture framework by formalizing an analysis
toolset that can be applied for each lever in the framework. As an example, the organizational
structure can be analyzed by evaluating the level of value stream integration and focus as
standard tools for that lever. Similarly, sourcing strategy, relational contracts, and BCP Matrix
coupled with risk mitigation options can be a toolset for the BCP lever. Various inventory
models for both demand and supply uncertainty can also be used to understand the underlying
operational issues affecting variability in the supply chain and hence driving the need for high
levels of safety stock.
Due to the time lag from time of implementation to observing outcomes in the aerospace
industry, some of the tools introduced in this thesis were applied but the outcome not measured,
with the exception of the bullwhip effect amplification ratio improvement for materials supply.
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A natural extension of this research would be to measure the outcomes of the tools applied
within the framework to gauge their relative effectiveness and to apply the tools that were
introduced by not yet implemented due to time constraints. We further note that the analysis of
the SUSTAIN and IMPROVE stages of the PEPSI model were not comprehensive and a more
detailed study of the processes in these stages could be carried out as well.
The framework can also be extended by increasing the number of relevant levers based on
research and SWOT analyses of supply chains. For example, a retail business may add forecast
accuracy as an additional lever due to the high variability in demand. However, the other levers
would still be just as applicable. As an example, supply chain integration would be critical in
getting such a forecast transmitted across the supply chain and BCP would be needed to ensure a
robust supply chain. An ERP system might also be a key lever in enabling real-time supply
chain integration.
In order to expand the usefulness of this framework, it can also be applied to other product lines
within Spirit Europe and Spirit Inc. to test the scope of its generic applicability. For example,
Spirit Europe intends to apply some of the concepts to the new supply chain that will be created
with the start-up of Spirit Malaysia.
While we applied it to an outsourced supply chain, we believe it can be adapted to cater for
internal suppliers and internal customers. An extension of this research might be to apply this
framework and its toolsets to other outsourced product lines as well as internal production lines
as a "compare and contrast" exercise. This framework could also be extended to other non-
aerospace industries to test its applicability.
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Appendix I: Single-Sourcing Scoring Matrix Template
Note: Dummy data used
RISK DIMENSIONS UNIT
Financial Viability
z-score
Debt Ratio %
Current Ratio
Gross Profit Margin %
Net Profit Margin %
Aggregate
Performance Reliability
Engineering Change
Delivery
Quality
Yield (100% minus Scrap Rate) %
Aggregate
Availability of
Committed Capacity
Bottleneck process %
% of Supplier's Business
% of Supplier's Total Revenue %
Competitiveness of Market
No. of capable suppliers
Production Volumes
Product-specific rate
Recovery Time to SPOF
SPOF = Single Point of Failure weeks
Country Specific Risk
Political
Geographic
Economic
Aggregate
S CLASSIFICATION (SCORE)
High (1)
> 2.99
< 60
> 1.5
> 20
> 5
High (1)
> 18
> 36
> 36
> 98
High (1)
> 120
High (3)
> 80
High (3)
> 5
High (3)
> 39
High (3)
> 2
High (3)
Med (2)
1.8-2.99
60-100
1.0-1.5
5 - 20
0-5
Med (2)
10-18
20 - 36
20 - 36
97 - 98
Med (2)
100-120
Med (1)
5 - 80
Med (2)
2-5
Med (2)
20 - 39
Med (2)
1-2
Med (2)
Actuals + Trend
Year- 2 Year- Latest Year Score
2.4 1.99 1.75 3
50 75 102 3
0.5 0.4 1.3 2
12 43 4 3
-4 1 -3 3
2.8
Actuals + Trend
Qtr - 2 Qtr - 1 Latest Qtr Score
16 17 18 2
32 29 25 2
14 25 19 3
91.1 93.3 94.6 3
Actuals + Trend
Year 1 Year 2 Year3
Low (3)
< 1.8
> 100
< 1.0
< 5
< 0
Low (3)
< 10
< 20
< 20
< 97
Low (3)
< 100
Low (3)
< 5
Low (1)
< 2
Low (1)
< 20
Low (1)
< 1
Low (1)
Score3
Actual Score
| 65 1
Actual Score
Actual Score
Actual Score
4 I 3
Actual Score
High (3) 3
Low (1) 2
Med (2) 2
2.3
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